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1. Background 

 

Since coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (CGCMs) came into 

practical use for projecting future climate changes, a lot of efforts have been made to 

improve models and to reduce uncertainties in projection. Increase of resolution is one 

of the main foci of such efforts. Most of the CGCMs contributing to the second 

assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [IPCC, 

1995] adopt horizontal resolution of several hundreds of kilometers both for the 

atmosphere and the ocean, while typical horizontal resolution of 100–200 km has been 

attained among those contributing to the IPCC fourth assessment report [AR4; IPCC, 

2007]. Further increase of resolution is still required for both uncertainty reduction and 

practical application. As for the latter, people’s interest in future climate changes has 

shifted from global views to regional aspects and extreme events such as frequency of 

hurricanes or torrential rainfall, which necessitate an order of magnitude higher 

atmospheric horizontal resolution. 

For ocean models, horizontal resolution of ~100 km, which is often called 

coarse-resolution, is unsatisfactory even when looking at large-scale features. Oceanic 

large-scale circulation is made up of a number of narrow, swift currents. For example, 

western boundary currents, such as the Kuroshio and the Gulf Stream, occupy only 

small portion of the ocean (~100 km width for each), while they account for an essential 

part of oceanic poleward heat transport. Proper modeling of such western boundary 

currents requires, at least, so-called eddy-permitting horizontal resolution, which is 

typically 20–30 km at mid-latitudes. For example, the actual Kuroshio separates from 

the eastern coast of Japan around 35°N and continues to flow eastward as the Kuroshio 

Extension. Separation of the Kuroshio tends to be realistically simulated under a 

horizontal grid size of 20 km at ~30°N, while the Kuroshio in coarse-resolution models 

is know to “overshoot” to the north, flowing along the east coast of Japan to ~40°N 

[Hasumi et al., 2010]. Their future behavior and/or their influence on future climate 
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changes can never be appropriately discussed without CGCMs comprised of 

eddy-permitting ocean models. Upper ocean currents are primarily wind-driven, and 

recent studies indicate that eddy-permitting ocean resolution, not just an increase of 

atmospheric resolution, leads to significant improvement of surface winds in CGCMs 

[Roberts et al., 2004; Suzuki et al., 2005]. In this respect, too, high-resolution ocean 

models are required for reliable future projection of the ocean. 

There already have been some attempts on climate modeling under the regime of 

eddying ocean. One of the CGCMs participating in IPCC AR4 future climate projection, 

which is referred to as “MIROC-hires” in the document, employed an eddy-permitting 

ocean component. Using its result, Sakamoto et al. [2005] showed that the Kuroshio 

and the Kuroshio Extension are significantly accelerated under global warming as a 

consequence of intensification of the Westerlies. Although a number of successful 

results have been obtained by ocean-eddy-permitting climate models, it is also obvious 

that eddy-permitting resolution is not yet satisfactory. Here, an example is also taken 

from the Kuroshio. Its path south of Japan is known to take two different forms, 

large-meandering and non-large meandering (Figure 1), and each type of path persists 

for a few years to a decade [Hasumi, 2010]. The path of the Kuroshio affects not only 

the climate over the Pacific region but also the fishery environment there as it transports 

eggs and larvae of some fishery important species. Its future change is of great concern 

for us. Even with high enough horizontal resolution to reproduce the Kuroshio 

separation from Japan’s coast, however, models tend to have problems in capturing its 

path and variability south of Japan. 

One of the essential treatments for realistically reproducing the Kuroshio path and 

its variability south of Japan is higher resolution: some modeling studies have shown 

that the horizontal grid size of at least 10 km is required. It is not currently impossible 

to globally adopt the 10 km horizontal resolution in CGCMs and conduct 

climate-oriented simulations, but it is not easy, either. And it is unimaginable that our 

quest for higher ocean resolution in CGCMs will stop at 10 km. On the other hand, 

many of the climate-controlling intense oceanic phenomena, including behavior of the 

Kuroshio, are highly localized. We do not have to apply very high resolution to the 

entire ocean in dealing with such phenomena. One solution to incorporate the effect of 

such phenomena into CGCMs is to selectively raise oceanic resolution only in target 

regions. For that purpose, we have been developing a coupled climate model with a 

two-way nested ocean component. 

 

2. Model configuration 

 

Results from two types of simulation are reported here. One is an ocean-only 

simulation targeted at the problem of Kuroshio path variability, and the other is a 
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CGCM simulation. The nested-grid ocean model utilized in both types of simulation is 

based on COCO [Hasumi, 2006], which is a z-coordinate ocean general circulation 

model and horizontally formulated on the generalized curvilinear coordinate. A regional 

model of relatively high resolution (an inner model) is nested into a global model of 

relatively low resolution (an outer model). The data exchange between the two models 

is two-way: the outer model provides data at lateral boundaries of the inner model, and 

the data of the outer model is overwritten by the inner model data in the overlapping 

region. The outer model employs a tripolar grid system: the region to the south of 60°N 

is covered by the regular longitude-latitude coordinate which has one singular point 

(pole) at the South Pole, and the region to the north is covered by a different curvilinear 

coordinate which has two singular points on 60°N (Figure 2). 

For the ocean-only simulation, the horizontal resolution of the outer model in the 

longitude-latitude coordinate region is 0.5°×0.5°cos (zonal and meridional, 

respectively, where  is latitude), and that of the inner model, whose domain covers 

116°E-180°E and 15.6°N-53.6°N, is 0.1°×0.1°cos. Both inner and outer models have 

50 vertical levels, whose thickness is 2.5 m for the top level, increases with depth, and 

takes 250 m for the deepest level. The model is initiated by climatological temperature 

and salinity fields (WOA2001) and forced by climatological surface fluxes (CORE 

normal year forcing). Model integration is continued for 40 years. 

For the CGCM simulation, the nested-grid ocean model described above is 

embedded in a coupled climate model MIROC [Hasumi and Emori, 2004]. Horizontal 

resolution of the atmospheric model is about 60 km. A control climate simulation is 

conducted where the external forcing (solar constant, atmospheric composition, and 

land use) is fixed at that of the preindustrial condition. 

 

3. Results 

 

The ocean-only simulation exhibits repeated emergence of the two major types of 

the Kuroshio path south of Japan (Figure 3). Duration of each path, a few years to a 

decade, is fairly realistic, and the transition processes characterized by growth of small 

meander and eddy separation are consistent with observed features. To our knowledge, 

this is the first successful simulation of spontaneous repetition of the two types of path. 

Some previous attempts succeeded in simulating the transition of path from 

non-large-meandering to large-meandering and then back to non-large-meandering with 

realistic transition processes, but duration of the large-meandering path was too short 

and only one transition event was simulated [Miyazawa et al., 2004; Tsujino et al., 

2006]. 

Observations have shown that no stable large-meandering path has been realized 

since 1990, and a modeling study of an idealized setup suggests an influence of global 
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warming [Kurogi and Akitomo, 2006]. We also conducted another simulation by 

modifying the sea surface boundary condition to roughly incorporate warming of the 

upper ocean over past decades. Its result indicates that the large-meandering path 

becomes difficult to appear. We will report its detail in the presentation, together with 

the result of the CGCM simulation 
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Figure 1. Annually averaged sea surface height, whose contours coincide well with streamlines 

of surface currents, in the Kuroshio region simulated by an eddy-permitting ocean model for 

(a) large-meandering and (b) non-large-meandering cases. Contour interval is 0.1 m. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. An example for grid cell configuration of the nested-grid ocean model. White lines 

indicate grid cells, and the inner model domain is bonded by red lines. 
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Figure 3. (a) Sea surface height averaged from year 30 to 35 and (b) from year 36 to 40 of the 

ocean-only simulation. (c) Time evolution of the sea surface height along 136.05°E (dotted 

lines in (a) and (b)). 
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1. Introduction 
 

Estimation and assessment of potential anthropogenic climate change in the future 

have been an important component of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) working groups’ activities. Since the latest assessment report (AR4) in 2007, 

IPCC is now preparing to update new scenarios for a possible Fifth Assessment Report 

(AR5) based on Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) emission scenarios by 

2013. In order to meet this timeline, global and regional climate modeling communities 

organized common frameworks to produce climate projection datasets, which are called 

CMIP5 and CODEX, respectively. Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) is 

participating both the CMIP5 and CORDEX research programs by collaboration with 

Met Office Hadley Centre of UK, not only for contributing IPCC AR5 but also for 

supporting national policy of the Korean government on climate change. In this talk, 

fundamental features obtained from the global and regional climate projections based on 

RCP 4.5 and 8.5 emission scenarios are introduced.  

 

2. RCP Emission Scenarios 

 
According to the IPCC expert meeting report (Moss et al., 2008), RCPs are referred 

to as pathways to emphasize that it is to provide time-dependent projections of 

atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations, which means that it is not only a specific 

long-term concentration but also the trajectory taken over time to reach a specific level. 

RCPs are representative since they are one of several different scenarios that have 

similar radiative forcing and emissions characteristics. Table 1 summarizes the RCP’s 

CO2 concentration compared with that of SRES (Special Report on Emission Scenarios), 

which was used for the AR4. Because the incoming solar radiation at top of the 

atmosphere (TAO) is about 238 Wm
-2

, the amount of changes in radiative forcing for 

the RCP 8.5, 6.0, 4.5, and 2.6 corresponds 3.6, 2.5, 1.9, and 1.1%, respectively.  
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Table 1. Types of representative concentration pathways (adapted from Moss et al., 2008) 

Name Radiative forcing
1
 Concentration

2
(ppm) Pathway type SRES 

RCP 8.5 > 8.5 Wm
-2

 in 2100 > 1370 CO2-eq in 2100 Rising A2(830)~A1FI(970) 

RCP 6.0 

~ 6.5 W/m
2
 

(at stabilization after  

2100) 

~ 850 CO2-eq 

(at stabilization after 

2100) 

Stabilization 

w/o 

overshoot 

B2(600)~A1B(720) 

RCP 4.5 

~ 4.5 W/m
2
 

(at stabilization after 

2100) 

~ 650 CO2-eq 

(at stabilization after 

2100) 

Stabilization 

w/o 

overshoot 

B1(550) 

RCP 3-

PD
3
 

Peak at ~ 3W/m
2
 

before 2100 and then 

decline 

Peak at ~490 CO2-eq 

before 2100 and then 

decline 

Peak 

and decline 
N/A 

Notes:  
1 

Approximate radiative forcing levels were defined as ±5% of the standard level in W/m2. 

Radiative forcing values include the net effect of all anthropogenic GHGs and other forcing agents. 
2 

Approximate CO2 equivalent (CO2-eq) concentrations, which were calculated with the simple 

formula Conc = 278* exp(forcing/5.325). Note that the best estimate of CO2-eq concentration in 

2005 for long-lived GHGs only is about 455 ppm, while the corresponding value including the net 

effect of all anthropogenic forcing agents (consistent with the table) would be 375 ppm CO2-eq.  
3
 PD = peak and decline 

 

3. Models and Simulation Design 

 
The HadGEM2-AO (Collins et al., 2008) and HadGEM3-RA (Moufouma-Okia et 

al., 2011) are used to produce global and regional climate projections, respectively. 

HadGEM2-AO is a fully atmosphere-ocean-sea ice coupled model, in which the spatial 

resolution is about 130 km in the horizontal and 38 layers in the vertical with the top of 

80 km-level from the surface. Meanwhile, the HadGEM3-RA for regional downscaling 

is the regional version of atmospheric component of the HadGEM3. Particularly, 

HadGEM3-RA for regional downscaling was applied for two domains: one of them 

covers quite huge area of Asia with the horizontal grid distance of 50 km, and the other 

one mainly covers Korean peninsula with the grid distance of 12.5 km. Please note that 

configuration of model domain and physics are made as close as possible in accordance 

with the frameworks of CMIP5 (http://cmap-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5) and CORDEX 

(http://www.meteo.unican.es/en/projetcs/CORDEX). 

Prior to integrate the global coupled model for representing current climate, spin-up 

period to reach an equilibrium status of the model climatology is essential. Therefore, 

the HadGEM2-AO was run for 200 years with the preindustrial GHG forcings as of 

1850. In this preindustrial run, 200-year-long integration for spin-up is definitely not 

sufficient for a coupled model to reach an equilibrium status; however, it can be 

considered as an ensemble member of climate projections (500-year-long and 700-year-

long preindustrial simulations are also on going.) Historical run is made with the 

observed GHG forcings for the period of 1850-2005, and then RCP 8.5 and 4.5 forcings 

are given to derive climate projections for the period of 2006-2100. Regional 

downscaling simulations also consist of three experiments; one is the evaluation run in 

which the lateral boundary forcing are given by observed reanalysis, another is the 
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historical run forced by HadGEM2-AO’s historical outputs, and the other is the 

projection runs forced by HadGEM2-AO’s RCP outputs.  

 

4. Results 

 
4.1 Global Projections 

 

Global projection in terms of global mean temperature and precipitation by the end 

of the 21
st
 Century obtained from the HadGEM2-AO RCP 4.5 and 8.5 scenarios are 

summarized in Table 2. It shows that increases in global mean temperature are about 

2.8
o
C and 4.8

o
C for RCP 4.5 and 8.5 scenarios, respectively. Meanwhile, precipitation 

increases are about 4.5 and 6.0% for the 4.5 and 8.5 scenarios. Temperature increase is 

profound in entire globe especially for the region of northern hemispheric land area, 

while the precipitation increase is limited in some particular regions. Decrease of 

precipitation appears in Australia, southern Europe, north and south Africa. Increase of 

temperature and precipitation over land of East Asia including Korea peninsula are 

3.6
o
C (RCP4.5), 6.5

o
C (RCP8.5) and 12.3% (RCP4.5), 15.2% (RCP8.5), respectively, 

which are greater than those of the global mean (see Fig. 1). A few more concerns such 

as sea-ice melting, soil moisture which is associated with changes in precipitation and 

temperature, and some extreme climate events are also analyzed. 

 

Table 2. Global mean projection by the end of the 21th Century. 

RCP 4.5 (540 ppm
1
) 8.5 (940 ppm

1
) 

Global mean Temperature
2
 (

o
C) 2.8 4.8 

Precipitation (%) 4.5 6.0 

Sea level rise
3
 (cm) 21.9 29.7 

1
 CO2 concentration in 2100 

2
 30 years (2070-2099) average compared to current 30 years (1971-2000) 

3
 Caused by thermal expansion 

 

4.2 Regional Projections 
 

In this section, major results from the evaluation runs using the HadGEM3-RA are 

briefly introduced in order to give an insight on the overall performance of the regional 

model. Results from the historical and projection runs will be discussed in the 

presentation. In terms of 20-year-long annual mean, precipitation and surface air 

temperature distributions for the East Asia domain are comparable between ERA-

Interim and HadGEM3-RA. However, the model shows systematic cold and wet biases 

of which the values are about -1.41
o
C and 0.23 mm day

-1
 for surface temperature and 

precipitation, respectively, particularly over land area (Fig. 2). In order to investigate 

how effectively the regional model adds regional details, we compare the results 

simulated by HadGEM3-RA (12.5 km resolution’s over Korea) and HadGEM2-AO for 
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the period of 1989-2008. It is found that the HadGEM3-RA simulates well small-scale 

mean climate, climate variability, especially around mountain and coastal regions. 

Though 50 km domain’s simulation represents similar to HadGEM2-AO for climate 

annual cycle in East Asia domain, those from 12.5 km domain’s simulation is much 

better than that of HadGEM2-AO for climate annual cycle of precipitation and surface 

air temperature in South Korea. Particularly, local maxima/minima of precipitation and 

surface air temperature simulated by the 12.5 km’s domain coincides pretty well 

compared with the observed features (Fig. 3). This feature implies that the RCM 

simulates current climate more realistically than the GCM over complicated topography 

and coastal area. Also, the RCM is much better at simulating and projecting changes to 

extremes, such as annual maximum daily precipitation amount and daily maximum 

temperature. More detailed results including projected regional climate change will be 

discussed in the presentation. 
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Figure 1. Changes in surface air temperature (

o
C, upper) and precipitation (%, lower) at the end 

of the 21th Century (2070-2099) compared with the current climate (1979-2000). 

 

                              

Figure 2. Difference of 20-yr mean annual precipitation (upper) and surface air temperature 

(lower) from observations.   
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Figure 3. 20-yr mean annual precipitation and surface air temperature (1989~2008). 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 The Asian-Australian monsoon (AAM) region, spanning from about 40ºE to 160ºE 

and from 30ºS to 40ºN, covers one-third of the global tropics and subtropics. The 

economy and society across the region are critically influenced by the evolution and 

variability of the monsoon. However, numerical simulation and prediction of the AAM 

interannual variability based on Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM) has 

been a challenge. The difficulty in simulating and predicting AAM rainfall is partially 

related to the strategies of the AGCM-alone simulation.  

Previous studies suggested that local monsoon-warm pool ocean interactions should 

be considered in the prediction of summer monsoon rainfall. The poor performance in 

simulation of Asian summer monsoon variability with AGCMs forced by observed SST 

is attributed to the experimental design, in which the atmosphere is forced to respond to 

the specified SSTs, while in nature the SSTs are also partly forced by the atmosphere. In 

the absence of the monsoon-ocean interaction, the SST-rainfall correlations yielded by 

AGCMs are at odds with observations in some portions of the AAM domain, in 

particular the northwestern Pacific. Thus an accurate simulation and prediction of the 

northwestern Pacific summer monsoon may depend on either global or regional 

ocean-atmosphere coupled models.  

With the motivation to understand the relationships between air-sea interaction and 

the northwestern summer monsoon variability, and also to improve the skill of 

northwestern summer monsoon simulation, the authors have devoted great efforts to the 

modeling studies of the broad Asian-Australian monsoon system. In this presentation, 

the authors will address the following questions: 

1. How well do Atmospheric General Circulation Models capture the leading 

modes of the interannual variability of Asian-Australian Monsoon? 

Observational analysis has identified two statistically distinguished modes of AAM 
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that represent the highly predictable part of AAM precipitation variability. The two 

leading modes account for about 38% of the total interannual variances of AAM rainfall 

for the period 1979-1999. The observed leading modes of the AAM system are revealed 

by applying the S-EOF analysis to CMAP rainfall seasonal anomalies (1979-1999). The 

seasonal evolutions of the spatial patterns of AAM rainfall anomalies associated with 

S-EOF1 are shown in Fig. 1a. The notable feature of S-EOF1 (Fig. 1a) is two seasonal 

anti-cyclonic anomalies, the South Indian Ocean (SIO) and the western North Pacific 

(WNP) anticyclones (AC). During JJA (0), an anomalous AC ridge extends from 

maritime continent to the southern tip of India with enhanced monsoon westerly extends 

from India to the western Pacific. From SON(0) to D(0)JF(1), the SIO AC slightly 

weakens, meanwhile a new AC forms over the Philippine Sea. Associated with the 

anomalous circulation patterns, the dry and wet centers exhibit prominent seasonal 

evolutions (Fig. 1a). During JJA(0), there are less rainfall over the maritime continent 

and equatorial eastern Indian Ocean. An enhanced rainfall is evident over the equatorial 

western Pacific and the Philippine Sea. During D(0)JF(1), the center of dry anomalies 

shifts to the Philippine Sea. 

The spatial patterns of S-EOF2 in observation are shown in Fig. 1b. A large-scale 

cyclonic anomaly forms over the WNP in the summer to fall, followed by a continuous 

southeastward movement and strengthening through the following winter and next 

spring. Following the seasonal evolution of the WNP cyclonic wind anomalies, 

excessive rainfall occurs over the WNP in JJA(0), and then shifts equator-ward in 

SON(0). Dry anomalies develop in the northern Indian Ocean and South China Sea in 

D(0)JF(1), and over the eastern Indonesia and northern Australia in MAM (1).  

To answer the question whether these leading modes can be captured by AGCM 

with prescribed SST forcing, eleven AGCMs that participated in the AMIP, which used 

observational SST to drive AGCMs for the period 1979-1999, are evaluated by 

comparing with the observation. The results of Multi-Model Ensemble (MME) are 

shown in Figure 2. Significant skills are found. The main findings are listed below. 

(1) The MME of AMIP simulation captures most part of the realistic features of the 

spatial structure, seasonal evolution, temporal variations, and the relationship with 

ENSO in terms of the two major modes of AAM rainfall. The MME reasonably 

estimates both the biennial tendency and low frequency of the leading modes (Figure 2). 

While the first mode generally concurs with the turnabout of El Nino, the second mode 

is a response to La Niña forcing at decaying stage. 

(2) The prominent feature of the first leading mode of AAM variability is two 

seasonal anti-cyclonic anomalies, the SIO and the WNP ACs (Figures 1-2). There exists 

a phase-shift in the simulated first dominant mode. The seasonal evolution of both SIO 

and WNP ACs in AMIP simulation strictly matches that of El Nino remote forcing, 

while in observation it is not absolutely in phase with ENSO forcing. The reasonable 

part of AMIP simulation in reproducing the main features of the first leading mode 

indicates the dominance of remote El Nino forcing in driving interannual variability of 

AAM, meanwhile the deficiency of AMIP simulation in reproducing the seasonal phase 

of SIO and WNP ACs suggests the essential role of ocean-atmosphere coupling (Figure 

3).  

(3) The first two leading modes of the interannual variability of AAM mainly 

reflect rainfall variations over the tropical regions, especially the maritime continent, 

tropical eastern Indian Ocean and western Pacific. The MME reasonably captures the 
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two major modes, with results comparable to or even slightly better than those of 

reanalysis in the tropical regions. Since the two modes explain a high variance of the 

tropics, the MME presents a high skill in reproducing the total rainfall variability in the 

region. Over the extra-tropical western North Pacific and South China Sea, where 

ocean-atmosphere coupling may be critical for modeling the monsoon rainfall, the 

MME shows barely any skill, but the reanalysis has higher skill due to the inclusion of 

part of ocean-atmosphere coupling from the 6-12 hrs updating cycle. 

(4) The performance of AMIP simulation in reproducing the leading modes of 

AAM rainfall is seasonally dependent. The skills of DJF, SON, and MAM are better 

than that of JJA. This seasonal difference suggests that treating the atmosphere as a 

response to ocean forcing in DJF and transitional seasons is more reasonable than that 

in JJA. 

(5) The MME shows comparable or even slightly better skill than the reanalysis in 

capturing the tropical signals associated with the two major modes. Although the 

superiority of MME relative to re-analysis data may stem from the ensemble technique, 

the GFDL AM2, HadGEM1 and ECHAM5 models are superior to other AGCMs in 

capturing the leading modes of AAM. Accurate model climatology generally coincides 

with good anomaly patterns associated with the leading modes. 

2. How to improve the performance of LASG/IAP Regional Ocean Atmosphere 

coupled model over the northwestern summer monsoon domain: Sensitivity of the 

model to convection parameterization? 

With the motivation to improve the simulation of Western North Pacific (WNP) 

summer monsoon, the regional climate model RegCM3 is coupled with the Princeton 

ocean model (POM2000) through the coupler OASIS3.0 (Ocean Atmosphere Sea Ice 

Soil 3.0). The performance of the regional ocean-atmosphere couple model (hereafter 

LASG/IAP ROAM) is assessed by doing case simulation of 1998 summer monsoon. 

The cold bias of simulated sea surface temperature (SST) is evident as previous ROAM 

simulations over Asian-Australian summer monsoon region. Five sets of sensitivity 

experiments with convection suppression criterion based on the averaged relative 

humidity from cloud base to cloud top are designed to improve the performance of 

ROAM. The results of SST bias improvement are shown in Figure 4. 

The results show that the column averaged cloud fraction is reduced in convection 

suppression experiments. A reduction of column averaged cloud cover, which is 

dominated by the decrease of convective cloud cover, increases the solar shortwave 

radiation reaching in sea surface, then warms the SST. A reduction of convective rainfall 

is followed by an increase of large scale rainfall which results from an increasing cloud 

water. When the critical value is set to 0.70, the rainfall is partly improved in terms of 

the spatial distribution and root mean square error. The percentage of convective rainfall 

over WNP is also improved. The authors show evidence that the SST cold bias, which 

are evident in many regional ocean-atmosphere coupled models in Asian-Australian 

summer monsoon region, may partly stem from the overestimation of convection 

frequency by the atmospheric model. 

3. How well does LASG/IAP Regional Ocean-Atmosphere coupled model 

capture the interannual variability of northwestern summer monsoon? 
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To examine the performance of LASG/IAP ROAM in the simulation of the interannual 

variability of Western North Pacific Summer Monsoon (WNPSM), a continuous 

long-term simulation covering the period of 1983-2007 was done by using the regional 

ocean-atmosphere coupled model. A comparison of model simulations against the 

observation is shown in Figure 5. 

The results highlight the importance of air-sea coupling in simulating the interannual 

variability of WNPSM. Compared with control simulation forced with observed SST, 

the ROAM simulation shows improvement in the simulation of climatology and 

interannual variability of rainfall. The leading mode of rainfall variability and associated 

anomalies of circulation are more reasonably simulated in ROAM simulation than those 

in the control simulation without regional air-sea coupling. In observation, 

corresponding to the negative rainfall anomalies over WNP region, the anomalous 

anticyclone and associated subsidence are evident in lower troposphere. The subsidence 

leads to the decrease of cloud, and then increases the net shortwave radiation reaching at 

sea surface. The RegCM3 simulation forced by observed SST shows an anomalous 

cyclone north of 20°N since the climatology of summer-mean rainfall in RegCM3 

simulation is weaker than that in observation. Due to the colder SST and weaker SST 

anomalies in couple simulation, the ROAM partly reproduces the anomalous 

anticyclone at lower troposphere and associated physical mechanism, while the 

anomalous anticyclone shows westward shift and is weaker than that in observation. 

The resemblance between regional coupled simulation and the simulation forced by the 

SST derived from coupled simulation confirms that the weaker forcing of SST improves 

the response of RegCM3 to the driving fields at the lateral boundary. 

 

In addition to above results, the results of CMIP3 global coupled models in the 

simulation of the leading modes of the interannual variability of Asian-Australian 

monsoon may also be shown, pending on the time limit of the presentation. 
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Figure 1. (a) Spatial patterns of the first S-EOF mode of seasonal precipitation anomalies from 

JJA(0) to MAM(1) (color shading, units of mmday
-1

) and the NCEP-2 850 hPa wind 

anomalies (vectors, unit of ms
-1

), which were linearly regressed against the corresponding 

principal component. (b) Same as in (a) except for the 2
nd

 S-EOF mode.  
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 except for MME of AMIP2 models. Spatial pattern correlations of 

rainfall anomalies with the observation are marked at the right upper corner of each panel. 
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Fig 3. Seasonal variations of the anomalous SIO anticyclonic vorticity averaged over the region 

of 5ºS–20ºS, 60ºE–100ºE, and the anomalous WNP anticyclonic vorticity averaged over the 

region of 5ºN–20ºN, 120ºE–160ºE. The sign of WNP vorticity is reversed for easy 

comparison. Shown also are the regressed NINO3.4 SST anomalies with respect to the first 

principal component of the S-EOF mode. (a) NCEP-2 Reanalysis, (b) AMIP MME. 
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Figure 4. (a) Spatial distribution of SST difference (℃) between the control run of LASG/IAP 

ROAM and OISST averaged from May to August of 1998. (b-f) the SST difference (℃) 

between sensitivity experiments and the control run. Five sets of sensitivity experiments are 

designed and the convection suppression criterion of mean Relative Humidity (RH) is set to 

0.55, 0.65, 0.70, 0.75 and 0.80, receptively. These 5 sets of sensitivity experiments are 

termed as “RH_55”, “RH_65”, “RH_70”, “RH_75” and “RH_80”, respectively. 
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Figure 5. The 1
st
 EOF mode of summer rainfall during 1983-2007 derived from: (a) CMAP data, 

(b) RegCM3 run forced by historical SST, (c) ROAM, and (d) RegCM3 run forced by 

the SST predicted by ROAM. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Processes at the air-sea interface are key for understanding the circulation in both the 

ocean and atmosphere. Variations in wind forcing drive ocean circulations and the changes 

in heat, momentum and moisture fluxes influence the large-scale atmospheric circulations. 

In the large-scale climate scenarios (e.g., Pacific Decadal Oscillation), it has been 

traditionally thought that the atmospheric variability drives the ocean circulations, where 

for example the increase in westerlies lead to the decreased SST on interannual and longer 

timescales via turbulent heat flux and ocean mixing. The recent satellite and in-situ 

observations however indicate that the ocean and atmosphere are also strongly coupled on 

spatial scales that are much smaller (10-100 km), and on this spatial scale, it is the ocean 

that primarily drives the atmosphere (Chelton et al. 2004; Xie 2004; Small et al. 2009; 

Chelton and Xie, 2010). On the scale of ocean eddies and fronts, the sea surface 

temperature is ubiquitously positively correlated with the surface wind speed throughout 

the global oceans, opposite to the conventional view that strong wind speeds are found over 

cooler ocean surfaces.  

Understanding the physical processes behind such relatively smaller-scale ocean-

atmosphere interactions are of great interest to the climate modeling communities (Bryan et 

al. 2010) as these unresolved coupled processes in the Atmosphere-Ocean General 

Circulation Models (AOGCMs) possibly rectifies the large-scale circulations through the 

upscaling effects. Although the AOGCMs are beginning to increase their resolutions to 

attempt to resolve increasingly smaller-scale processes, high-resolution regional coupled 

ocean–atmosphere models, if properly driven by the large-scale circulation, could provide 

additional advantages in the study of the detailed patterns of air–sea interactions involving 

oceanic mesoscale eddies.  

The regional coupled downscaling technique can also provide a unique opportunity to 

understand the processes for the regional climate variability and to assess the range of 

possible future climate changes. This has an important implication for developing 

appropriate regional adaptation and mitigation strategies under various climate change 

scenarios. This article will briefly introduce the regional coupled modeling system and 
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discuss the one particular example, in which the small-scale coupled processes have large 

impact on the mean states in a changing climate.  

 

2. The Scripps Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Regional Model 

 
SCOAR is originally a coupling of two regional models, the atmospheric Regional 

Spectral Model (RSM, Juang and Kanamitsu 1994) and the Regional Ocean Modeling 

System (ROMS, Haidvogel et al., 2000; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005). The RSM is a 

regional extension to the Global Spectral Model (GSM) used in the NCEP/Department of 

Energy (DOE) Re-analysis (RA2; Kanamitsu et al. 2002a). The RSM is a primitive-

equation hydrostatic model on terrain-following sigma coordinates, and the large- scale 

(low wavenumber) components of the flow are specified in the model by the RA2 

downscaling procedure or by any GSM simulation. Details about the model physics can be 

found in Kanamitsu et al. (2002b). The ROMS solves the incompressible and hydrostatic 

primitive equations with a free surface on horizontal curvilinear coordinates and utilizes 

stretched generalized sigma coordinates in order to enhance vertical resolution near the sea 

surface and bathymetry. A radiation method is used along the open boundaries in order to 

allow for stable, long-term integrations together with a flow-adaptive nudging term for 

relaxation toward the prescribed lateral boundary conditions. That is, the nudging is 

stronger (time scale of 1 day) if the flow is inward and weaker (time scale of 1 year) for 

outflow (Marchesiello et al. 2001). Implicit diffusivity associated with third-order upstream 

horizontal advection is used in the lateral plane as opposed to explicit diffusivity. Mixed 

layer dynamics are parameterized using a K- profile parameterization (KPP) scheme (Large 

et al. 1994). 

The flux-coupler (Seo et al., 2007a) couples the RSM and ROMS in a sequential 

fashion, and the air-sea interface is based on either RSM’s surface and planetary boundary 

layer schemes, or on the bulk aerodynamic formula of Fairall et al., (1996). ROMS, in turn, 

provides SST and surface currents to the atmospheric model, where the wind stress can be 

calculated by taking into account the relative motion of wind and ocean current with the 

modified bulk formula. This version of SCOAR has been widely used in the Pacific (Seo et 

al., 2007a, Putrasahan et al., 2011a,b), the Atlantic (Seo et al., 2006, 2007b, 2008a, Seo and 

Xie 2011), in the Indian Ocean (Seo., 2008b, 2009) and this study. 

A recent update of SCOAR includes coupling the Weather Research and Forecast 

(WRF) model (Skamarock et al., 2008) to ROMS based on the identical flux-SST coupler. 

The WRF-ROMS version of SCOAR are currently being used for several applications 

including the study of the Madden Julian Oscillations in a tropical channel mode, and the 

results will be reported in the near future.  

 

3. Atlantic Tropical Instability Waves under global warming 

 
Despite the regional and potentially global importance, it is unclear how the equatorial 

Atlantic variability will respond to the increased anthropogenic greenhouse gas 

concentrations in a changing climate. Like the Pacific, the equatorial Atlantic ocean’s 
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response to global warming would heavily rely upon ocean dynamical processes and heat 

transport that generate the non-uniform  warming pattern in the upper ocean in spite of the 

uniform radiative heating (Xie et al., 2010). Models adopted so far for climate projection 

omit some potentially important ocean processes. One example is tropical instability waves 

(TIWs, Fig. 1). They are generated from instabilities of equatorial zonal currents and fronts 

(e.g., Philander, 1976) and are the most energetic mesoscale variability in the equatorial 

oceans. Observations reveal TIWs as westward propagating wave-like oscillations with 

peak-to-trough SST differences up to 5-6C, sufficient to trigger significant atmospheric 

anomaly patterns propagating together with TIWs. Associated with the large amplitude 

anomalies in SST and currents, TIWs are recognized as key organizers in heat and 

momentum balances in the equatorial oceans.  

Considering the multi-scales and 

the air-sea interactions involved in 

TIWs, explicitly resolving them in the 

coupled climate models is important for 

simulation and prediction of tropical 

climate (Shaffrey et al., 2009; Ham and 

Kang, 2010). Most Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)-class 

models, however, do not produce TIWs, 

hence their potential impacts have been 

left unexplored. The current study uses 

the SCOAR model to demonstrate the 

typical mesoscale air-sea interaction 

patterns associated TIWs and to infer 

their potential role in a warming 

climate. 

 

3.1 Atmospheric boundary layer response to TIWs 
 

The ½ ° RSM, downscaling the NCEP2 for the atmosphere, is coupled to ¼ ° ROMS 

over the entire tropical Atlantic sector (30°S-30°N, 74°W-20°E) using the lateral boundary 

conditions (LBCs) from the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA).  The greenhouse gas 

concentrations in RSM are set to the present-day value to match those used in the NCEP2. 

This control simulation (CTL) is then integrated for 28 years from 1980 to 2007. Fig. 1 

illustrates the typical SST/current patterns associated with TIWs. The simulated TIWs in 

the model are qualitatively similar to the observations, with the cusps of cold SST north of 

the equator along the equatorial front and the associated anti-cyclonic vortices.  

Fig. 2 shows the first mode of the combined EOF of (a) SST and surface wind and SST 

and (b) latent heat flux from the Pacific TIW simulations, illustrating that the perturbations 

wind speed fields tend to co-propagate with the undulating SST anomalies. The winds are 

stronger (more southeasterly) over warmer SST and weaker (more northwesterly) over the 

cold SST. Latent heat flux tends to be out of phase with the SST due to the higher wind 

Fig. 1 Simulated Atlantic TIWs showing SST 

(color) and surface ocean currents (vector, 

m/s).  
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speed and higher saturation water vapor mixing ratios associated with high SSTs (Fig. 2b), 

providing a thermal negative feedback to TIWs (Thum et al. 2002) Do these substantial 

atmospheric responses feed back to the ocean? Seo et al. (2007) reported a dominant 

negative correlation of the TIW-induced wind stress anomalies with the TIW-induced 

current anomalies (Fig. 3), suggesting that the TIW-currents are always slowed down by 

the overlying wind response to the TIW SST anomalies. The net impact has been estimated 

to be roughly 10% of the barotropic energy conversion rate in the equatorial ocean, acting 

as a significant sink term in the eddy kinetic energy budget (Small et al. 2009). 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Global warming response 
 

The global warming (GW) anomalies have been inferred from the CM2.1 simulations 

and added to the lateral boundary conditions in CTL. CO2 concentration in GW run is 

increased to 521.75 PPM to match that in CM2.1. With an identical setup otherwise, GW 

run is also performed for the same period of time. Fig. 4 shows the simulated annual mean 

zonal equatorial currents (contours) and difference (color, GW-CTL). In the present-day 

condition, the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) in SCOAR is found at the depth of 75 meters 

with a narrow meridional scale and the speed exceeding 80 cm/s, features that are similar to 

the observations (not shown). Both the observed northern and southern branches of the 

South Equatorial Current (SEC) at the surface are also well captured in the downscaled 

model. CM2.1 generally underestimates the amplitudes of EUC and SEC, with much 

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 2 The first mode of the combined EOF 

in (a) SST (C, color) and wind speed 

(m/s, vector), (b) latent heat flux (W/m
2
, 

positive into the ocean, color) and SST 

(contours, negative dashed). 

Fig. 3 (a) A map of correlation coefficients 

between high-passed meridional wind 

stress and currents. (b) Schematic 

diagram of SST anomalies (color), 

meridional wind stress vectors (black), 

surface current vectors (green) and the 

background wind stress (gray). 
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broader scales of EUC core and no distinction of two branches of SEC. Overall, 

downscaling produces a much more realistic equatorial currents and the cold tongue 

structure, which is a critical requirement for studying dynamic instability and energetics.  

 

Under global warming (GW-CTL), both 

CM2.1 and SCOAR tend to suggest a spin-up of 

the SEC and EUC, but SCOAR shows a much 

greater strengthening of currents. This is 

associated with the increase in cross-equatorial 

southerly wind in SCOAR, primarily driven by 

the large-scale change in atmospheric 

circulations, giving rise to the increased in 

convection in northeast Atlantic and decrease in 

south Atlantic (not shown). The strengthening 

of SEC/EUC and the increased shear in 

SEC/NECC affects dynamical instabilities that 

energize TIWs, leading to strengthened TIW 

variability. EKE, defined as EKE= ½ (u
2
 + v

2
), 

where the prime denotes a 20-40 day band-pass 

filtered field are enhanced by 31% from CTL to 

GW. EKE increase is largest during the boreal 

summer upwelling season that eddy variability 

is most enhanced (May-September).  

 

 

 

 

 

3.3. Eddy temperature advections 

 
TIWs significantly contribute to the heat budget of the equatorial ocean through eddy 

heat transport (e.g., Hansen and Paul, 1984). This section examines the change in eddy 

temperature advection terms - ¢u ¢Tx - ¢v ¢Ty - ¢w ¢Tz
 in the mixed-layer heat budget. In CTL, the 

simulated eddy heat temperature advections are consistent with the results from the 

previous studies. For example, TIWs significantly warm the equatorial cold tongue by 

moving the warmer off-equatorial waters to the equator by meridional eddy motions (Fig, 

5b, 

   

- ¢ v ¢ T y). TIWs also warm the region from the equator to 2°N through 

  

- ¢ u ¢ T x (Fig 5a), 

which is comparable in magnitude to 

   

- ¢ v ¢ T y. This sizable warming by TIW zonal advection 

is primarily due to strong current anomalies acting on relatively stronger zonal SST 

gradient on TIW-eddy scales (Fig. 1). This is hence due to the zonal inhomogeneity in 

equatorial currents on the scale of TIWs. The net warming by zonal temperature advection 

tends to be offset by 

  

- ¢ w ¢ T z. This cooling by 

  

- ¢ w ¢ T z (Fig. 5c) occurs over the regions of 

Fig. 4 Annual mean (1998-2007) difference 

(, shade) in zonal currents (cm s
-1

) 

from (top) SCOAR and (bottom) 

CM2.1 averaged over 30°W-10°. The 

present-day climatological values are 

superimposed in black contours in each 

panel with CI=10 cm s
-1

.  
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strong shear due to TIW current anomalies, where the turbulent mixing/entrainment is large 

(Moum et al., 2009). Furthermore, in the warm phase of TIWs, the perturbation wind speed 

increases (Fig. 2), enhancing the mechanical energy for turbulent mixing at the center of 

TIW vortices having large vertical motion. Overall, the total three-dimensional eddy 

temperature advection leads to a net warming of the equator (Fig. 5d). 

As TIWs are energized under global 

warming, each element of the eddy 

temperature advection also strengthens. Note 

that the zonal advection shows the largest 

warming. This is primarily due to the 

aforementioned structure of the SST gradient 

and the current anomalies of TIWs in the 

present-day condition, which are both more 

strengthened under global warming due to 

the stronger front and the westward SEC. 

The stronger currents, shears, and SST 

anomalies associated with TIWs also 

increase the vertical temperature advection 

by TIWs, which tend to offset the warming 

effect by the horizontal eddy advection. 

Overall, the change in net eddy advection 

significantly warms the equatorial mixed 

layer. The full heat budget analysis does 

suggest that this net warming by eddy 

motions are the most dominant source of 

equatorial warming, counteracting the 

cooling effect due to the change in large-

scale circulation changes (not shown). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Summary 

 
The main goal of this paper is to demonstrate that having TIWs in the equatorial oceans 

may bring advantage to the interpretation of warming patterns since they produce sizable 

eddy heat flux that interacts with the climate feedback processes. In order to better resolve 

TIWs, it is necessary to have the realistic equatorial wind and currents, the sharp 

thermocline, and the strong air-sea interactions, which are under-represented in the climate 

models. In this study, we deliver a new regional coupled dynamical downscaling technique 

Fig. 5 Each component of the annual mean 

eddy temperature advections (°C month
-1

) 

in (left) CTL and (right) GW averaged 

from 1998-2007. (a,e) Zonal, (b,f) 

meridional, (c,g) vertical, and (d,h) the 

sum. The contour intervals are 0.2 °C 

month
-1

.  
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to the climate modeling community for assessing the regional aspects of global climate 

change. With better representation of the equatorial oceanic processes including explicitly 

resolving TIWs, the regional coupled models do provide a useful guidance to improving 

parameterization of the effect of TIWs in the GCMs and simulation of the equatorial 

climate thereof.  
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1.Introduction 

 
The marine ecosystems in the Norwegian Sea, the North Sea and the Barents Sea 

support some of the largest fisheries in the world and Norway's second largest export 

industry (after petroleum which also is affected be marine climate). In the long run, with 

proper management, traditional fisheries and aquaculture may provide an important 

source of food and income in the future. As the ecosystems are heavily affected by 

changes in the marine climate, it is important to obtain regional marine climate 

projections. 

To study the effects of future climate change, we need consistent and realistic ocean 

climate projections for the seas around Norway. The ocean components of the global 

climate projections are consistent, but not realistic for the productive shelf seas. This is 

due to low resolution, not resolving the topography, exchange processes between deep 

ocean and shelves, freshwater-driven coastal currents, eddies, and lack of important 

shelf physics like tidal mixing. Dynamical downscaling, where a regional ocean model 

is forced from the atmosphere and at the lateral boundaries with results from a global 

coupled climate model is tried as an alternative. 

At IMR we have used two different set-ups for downscaling, both using the 

Regional Ocean Model System (ROMS) as regional ocean  circulation model. The first, 

documented by Å dlandsvik and Bentsen (2007) and Å dlandsvik (2008), uses a model 

domain for the North Sea and deep ocean outside with average resolution 8 km.  The 

other setup covers the whole North Atlantic, the Polar Ocean and the ice-infected parts 

of the Pacific with a stretched grid with resolution approximately 10 km in the Barents 

Sea. This setup is described by Melsom et al. (2009). Both domains are shown in Fig. 1. 
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The global models are taken from the runs for the IPCC AR4, using the Norwegian 

BCCR BCM model for the North Sea domain and American models NASA GISS AOM 

and NCAR CCSM for the Atlantic-Arctic domain, with the end of the 20C3M runs as 

control, and A1B as future scenario, see table 1 for a summary. 

 

Downscaling Global Climate Model Control Scenario 

North Sea  BCCR BCM 20C3M 

1981-1999 

A1B 

2081-2099 

AA-GISS NASA GISS AOM 20C3M 

1986-2000 

A1B 

2051-2065 

AA-NCAR NCAR CCSM3 20C3M 

1986-2000 

A1B 

2051-2065 

Table 1: Overview of IMR downscalings 

 

The choice of the models for the AA downscaling, was guided by the analysis in 

Overland and Wang (2007) which showed that these models are among the best models 

from the IPCC AR4 runs for sea ice coverage in the Barents Sea and the central Arctic 

Ocean. 

 

2.Results 

 
Fig. 2 gives an example of how downscaling works for the North Sea. The left panel 

shows the circulation from the BCM global model. This gives a smooth picture of the 

circulation in the area, not bad given the resolution of approx. 80 km. The downscaled 

situation in the right panel shows a much richer flow fields with intensification at the 

Figure 1. Model domains with topography, left: North Sea, right: Atlantic-Arctic 
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shelf slope, a realistic inflow to the North Sea and some mesoscale features. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 shows the ice coverage in the Barents Sea from the control run. The global 

GISS model  

clearly has to much sea ice. The downscaling is a strong improvement giving more open 

water and realistic ice-edge consistent with the bottom topography. The global NCAR 

model does quite well on the sea ice, but also here the downscaling improves the 

regional details. But both downscalings has too much sea ice in the eastern Barents Sea. 

This illustrates a fundamental problem with regionalisation at high latitudes. If the 

global model has too extensive sea ice coverage, the atmosphere becomes too cold over 

the ice, strongly cooling the regional model. Straightforward downscaling is only 

capable of improving the ice coverage to a certain degree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Current at 25 m, January 1979, left: BCM interpolated to regional grid, right: 

downscaled. Colours show temperature. 
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3.Regional future scenarios 

 
The projected change in temperature 65 years ahead with the downscalings for the 

North Sea is given in figure 4. The GISS based downscaling shows a weak warming, 

yearly mean of 0.3 degrees while the NCAR based gives a warming of 1.1 degrees, 

averaged over the volume of the central North Sea. 

For the Barents Sea, figure 5 shows the control, future scenario and difference 

August mean temperature at 100 m depth. The GISS based downscaling shows a 

warming in the south-eastern 

Barents Sea. The CCSM based downscaling has a cold bias to start with in the Atlantic 

Water. It shows a stronger warming in the eastern Barents Sea. Volume averaged for the 

Barents Sea, the 

GISS downscaling gives a yearly mean warming of 0.6 degrees and the NCAR based 

1.4 degrees. 

Figure 3. Ice coverage in control run, 

May average. Upper left GISS 

global, lower left downscaled GISS, 

upper midle NCAR global, lower 

midle downscaled NCAR, right 

NCEP reanalysis 

Figure from A.Melsom 
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4.Conclusions 

 

Figure 4. Seasonal temperature change for the three downscalings for the North Sea 

Figure 5. Control, scenario and difference in August mean temperature at 100 m in the Barents Sea 
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Downscaling global coupled climate models with regional ocean circulation model 

provides added value, at least for shelf seas. This goes to improved circulation pattern, 

mesoscale features, improved inflow to the shelves and more realistic stratification. 

The downscalings shows different warming from 2000 to 2065 from less than 0.5 to 

more than 1.5 degrees. Both seas have shallow areas in south with stronger warming. 

Errors in the ice coverage in the control run gives unrealistic strong warning in parts of 

the eastern Barents Sea. 

 

5.Future work 

 
IMR is now leading a new downscaling project at the Centre for Climate Dynamics 

at the Bjerkens Centre. In addition to downscaling some of the new IPCC runs for the 

AR5, the project will work on method improvement. In particular, a regional coupled 

atmosphere-ocean-ice model will be developed to address  the sea ice problems. 
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Extremely complex coastlines and topographical features, such as the Alpine, 

Apennine, Pyrenees and Balkan mountain chains, the Italian and Hellenic peninsulas 

and large islands, characterize the Euro-Mediterranean region (Figure 1). From the 

atmospheric point of view this morphological complexity leads to the formation of 

intense weather phenomena that strongly affect the Mediterranean ocean circulation. 

The Mediterranean Sea is a semi-enclosed basin displaying an active thermohaline 

circulation (MTHC) that is sustained by the atmospheric forcing and controlled by the 

narrow and shallow Strait of Gibraltar (Sannino et al. 2009). The atmospheric forcing 

drives the Mediterranean basin toward a negative budget of water and heat, and toward 

a positive budget of salt. Over the basin, evaporation exceeds the sum of precipitation 

and rivers discharge, while through the surface a net heat flux is transferred to the 

overlying atmosphere. Mass conservation in the basin represents the last ingredient 

necessary to activate the MTHC (Figure 2). Within the Strait of Gibraltar the MTHC 

takes the form of a two-way exchange: at surface fresh and relatively warm Atlantic 

water spreads in the Mediterranean basin, while at the bottom colder and saltier 

Mediterranean water sinks as a tongue in the North Atlantic at intermediate depths 

becoming one of the factors preconditioning the surface water column of the convective 

cells in the North Atlantic. 

Within the framework of the EU CIRCE project (www.circeproject.eu), 5 regional 

coupled ocean-atmosphere models dedicated to the study of the future climate of the 

Mediterranean region have been developed. The five models simulated the same study 

of the future climate of the Mediterranean region have been developed. The five models 

simulated the same period 1951-2050 following the A1B hypothesis, for the GHG and 

aerosols concentration, after year 2000. Among these five models PROTHEUS is the 

coupled model developed at ENEA, the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, 

Energy and Sustainable Economic Development. 

The PROTHEUS system is composed of the RegCM3 atmospheric regional model 

and the MITgcm ocean model. The coupling of RegCM3 and MITgcm models is 

accomplished using the OASIS3 coupler (Valcke and Redler (2006)) that performs both 

the synchronization of the two models and the interpolation of coupling fields from a 

source to a target grid. The oceanic model transfers SST to the atmospheric model and 

receives wind stress components and total heat and salt fluxes. Coupling fields are 

exchanged every 6 hours. No relaxation to climatology is applied (Figure 3). 

RegCM3 is a 3-dimensional, sigma-coordinate, primitive equation, hydrostatic 

RCM. It was originally developed by Giorgi et al. (1993a, b) and then successively 

upgraded as described by Giorgi and Mearns (1999) and Pal et al. (2007). RegCM3 



includes different physics options. In this study we employ the CCM3 radiative transfer 

scheme (Kiehl et al. 1996) with specified GHG concentrations, the planetary boundary 

layer scheme of Holtslag et al. (1990), the Biosphere–Atmosphere Transfer Scheme 

(BATS1E) of Dickinson et al. (1993), the resolvable precipitation scheme of Pal et al. 

(2000) and the cumulus convection scheme of Grell (1993) with the Fritsch and 

Chappell (1980) closure assumption. Air–sea exchanges are treated using the 

parameterization of Zeng et al. (1998). This scheme was implemented to improve some 

of the problems found in the original BATS package, most noticeably the excessive 

evaporation from warm ocean surfaces (Pal et al. 2007). In experiments over the 

continental US and adjacent ocean water the Zeng scheme lead to a considerable 

improvement of evaporation and precipitation over the Gulf of Mexico and the tropical 

western Atlantic (Pal et al. 2000). The configuration used here has a uniform horizontal 

grid spacing of 30 km on a Lambert conformal projection, 18 sigma-levels are used. 

The simulation is performed on an area going from 20 N° to 60 N° including the entire 

Mediterranean Sea. Lateral boundary conditions are supplied every 6 hour by 

interpolating horizontal wind components, temperature, specific humidity and surface 

pressure from the global atmospheric model. 

The ocean component is based on the MITgcm developed by Marshall et al. 

(1997a,b); here the model is used in its hydrostatic, implicit free-surface, partial step 

topography formulation (Adcroft et al. (1997)). The model has a resolution of 1/8°x1/8° 

equivalent to rectangular meshes of variable resolution with the meridional side of 

about 14 Km and the zonal one ranging from about 9 Km in the northern part of the 

domain to about 12 Km in the southern part. The model has 42 vertical Z-levels with a 

resolution varying from 10 m at the surface to 300 m in the deepest part of the basin, 

and an intermediate resolution of about 40-50 m between the depths 200-700 m. 

Horizontal viscous and diffusive terms are modeled with a bi-harmonic formulation 

with diffusivity and viscosity coefficients equal to 1.5x10
10

 m
4
 s

−1
. Vertical eddy 

diffusivity is modeled via a Laplacian formulation with diffusivity coefficient ranging 

from 3.0x10
−5

 m
2
 s

−1
 at surface to 10

−7
 m

2
 s

−1
 at the bottom, while the viscous 

coefficient is hold constant to 1.5x10
−4

 m
2
 s

−1
 over the whole water column (see 

Sannino et al. (2009b)). Deep convection is simulated through the enhancement of the 

vertical diffusivity to 1 m
2
 s

−1
 in regions where the stratification becomes unstable. 

Surface natural boundary conditions, that is P+R-E (Precipitation plus runoff minus 

evaporation) are treated as real fresh water flux are used. Monthly river discharges 

computed from the RegCM3 total runoff are used by the oceanic model. Catchment 

basins for 148 rivers falling into the Mediterranean Sea have been reconstructed using 

Total Runoff Integrated (TRIP) database. The Black Sea contribution has been 

computed interactively from the E-P-R budget. To obtain a realistic estimate of the 

freshwater flux that reaches the Mediterranean Sea, the value of the discharge computed 

has been rescaled, using coefficients derived from a previous RegCM3 stand-alone run 

forced by reanalysis, to match the monthly climatology presented by Stanev (Stanev et 

al. (2000)). Monthly values of the discharge of the Black Sea are then applied as a 

further river. 

The initial conditions for the oceanic run are derived from a stand-alone ocean 

model run. During such run T and S values were 3D relaxed towards MEDATLAS 

(MEDAR Group (2002)) climatology with a relaxation coefficient of 5 days. At the 

surface, the model was forced perpetually by heat and water fluxes derived from year 
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1958 of the ERA40 dataset. Velocity field was kept free to evolve adjusting to the 

imposed T,S fields. The spin-up was run as long as the kinetic energy 3D integrated 

over the whole domain reached a stable value. 

The two-way exchange through the Strait of Gibraltar is achieved by means of 3D 

relaxation of salinity and temperature toward the climatological monthly Levitus data 

(Levitus (1982)), in a box composed by 30 grid points located west of Gibraltar. 

It has been demonstrated in Artale et al. 2010 that PROTHEUS is able to simulate 

present-climate in a hindcast experiment using the ERA40 reanalyses as boundary and 

initial conditions. Numerical results are compared to available observational datasets, 

with the corresponding atmospheric stand-alone RegCM simulations and with the 

ERA40 fields. PROTHEUS has been recently used also to asses the sea-level projection 

under the A1B SRES scenario (Carillo et al. 2011). 

The present presentation will be mainly focalized on the description of the 

PROTHEUS components, its skill in reproducing the present climate, and results 

obtained for the sea-level projection. The presentation will show also future 

improvements on the oceanic component to solve one of the main issue in reproducing 

correctly the Mediterranean thermohaline circulation: the Strait of Gibraltar. 
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Figure 1. Euro-Mediterranean map (from: 

 http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mediterranean_Sea_political_map-it.svg) 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2: A simplified scheme for the Mediterranean thermohaline circulation. 

 

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mediterranean_Sea_political_map-it.svg


 
 

Figure 3:Domain for the PROTHEUS simulation with corresponding topography and 

bathymetry. Units are m. 
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Figure 4. Bathymetry of the Strait of Gibraltar  
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1. Introduction 

 
Subtropical gyre in the North Pacific ocean and its major current, the Kuroshio are one of 

the most important dynamic factors affecting the circulation and the sea surface height 

distribution in the East Asian Marginal Seas; the Kuroshio not only supplies heat and salt to 

the seas surrounding the Korean Peninsula and the Japanese Island, but also sustains high sea 

level state off the East China Sea shelf through the geostrophic balance. The North Pacific 

subtropical gyre and the Kuroshio region show the highest sea level in the global ocean. In 

this study we have conducted a series of numerical experiments to set up the ocean 

circulation model for simulating the realistic sea level variation and the circulation in the 

Northwest Pacific. 
 

2. Model configurations of the global and regional ocean circulation models 

 
The general circulation model used in this study is the GFDL MOM4p1. To escape the 

lateral boundary condition problems in regional circulation model (RCM) we have set up 

global circulation model (GCM) together with RCM. The GCMs have three versions of 

horizontal resolution; 2 degree x 1 degree, 1 degree (about 1/3 degree in equatorial region) x 

1 degree, 0.5 degree(about 1/3 degree in equatorial region) x 0.5 degree in latitudinal and 

longitudinal direction, respectively. The North Pacific RCM has a grid resolution of 0.5 

degree in both latitude and longitude. The vertical grid of the GCMs and the North Pacific 

RCM is composed of 50 vertical levels, resolving the actual bottom topography. 

Major numerical schemes adopted in these global and regional models are psom scheme 

for tracer advection, isopycnal mixing scheme for horizontal diffusion of tracer, and kpp 

scheme for vertical diffusion. To simulate the distribution of sea surface elevation by density 

variation, pressure-coordinate system together with the non-boussinesq equation (equation of 

mass conservation) is adopted. For the thermohaline boundary condition at sea surface 

restoring condition using WOA (2005) climatology is applied with damping time scale of 10 

days for temperature, and 60 days for salinity. As for the momentum boundary condition 

NCEP wind climatology are used. Heat flux is given using a bulk formula based on this 

climatologic wind.  
 

3. Numerical experiments 

 
GCM with 2 degree x 2 degree grid-resolution (GCM_2) was integrated for 40 years, and 

1 degree x 1 degree version (GCM_1) was integrated for 500 years in model integration time. 

GCM_1 showed a generally increasing trend in sea surface height in the Pacific from the 



initial stage to about 200 years. From 200 years to 500 years, however, it showed no 

remarkable increase in sea surface height, indicating that the model approached the quasi-

steady state as for the sea surface height. It is shown that the sea level variation in the 

Southern Ocean approached the steady state after 50 years of a relatively short integration 

time. We examined the sea level variation obtained at 30 years of integration in the two 

GCMs for the consistent comparison though they are still in the spin-up stage. 

The common features found in GCM_2 and GCM_1 are that the highest sea level is 

formed in the Kuroshio region of the North Pacific and the lowest sea level in the Southern 

Ocean (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). In the GCM_2 the highest sea level of +1.2 m is obtained at the 

southwest off Japan and the lowest sea level of -2.5 m in the Southern Ocean both in August 

(Fig. 1). The subtropical and the subarctic gyre in the North Pacific show the maximum and 

the minimum sea surface height respectively, in the western part of the basin; in the 

subtropical gyre maximum of +1.2 m in summer and in the subarctic gyre minimum of -0.4 

m in winter. 

In the GCM_1 the maximum sea surface height of +1.0 m appears at the east off 

Philippine in August and the minimum of -3.0m in the Ross Sea close to the Antarctic 

continent in the same month (Fig. 2). The North Pacific subarctic gyre shows the minimum of 

-0.3m in sea surface elevation in winter. 

In the RCM the maximum sea surface height is +0.6m in August at the east off Philippine, 

and the local minimums are -1.0 m in the coastal region of Okhotsk Sea and -0.6 m in the 

center of subarctic gyre in February (Fig. 3). 

 

4. Discussion 

 
The sea surface height simulated in the global model is generally determined by the 

spatial distribution of wind stress curl, heat and fresh water flux through sea surface, 

distribution of currents by basin-scale circulation, and the internal density field given as an 

initial condition, which is especially important in the spin-up stage. In this study we have 

found that the two GCMs and the RCM composed of the same surface boundary conditions, 

initial condition and the same numerical schemes but with different horizontal grid-resolution 

show different features of sea surface height distribution among them.  

The GCM_2 simulated the sea surface height much higher than the GCM_1 in the 

subtropical gyre of the North Pacific and the Southern Ocean as a whole for the same period 

of model integration. The maximum and the minimum value of sea surface height obtained in 

the GCM_2 at 30 years correspond to those of GCM_1 for the period of 300 ~ 500 years of 

integration time (i.e., the maximum of 1.2 m in the North Pacific subtropical gyre and the 

minimum of -2.6 m in the Southern Ocean). This result implies that the spin-up time of the 

GCM_1 is longer than the GCM_2. 

The 0.5 degree-resolution RCM shows 40~60 cm lower than the two GCMs in the 

maximum sea surface height of the North Pacific subtropical gyre at the same integration 

time. Also the circulation pattern inferred from the sea level distribution in the RCM is quite 

different from the two GCMs in the Gulf of Alaska and in the east coast of North America; in 

the GCMs relatively high sea levels induced by the Kuroshio Extension are expanded along 

the east coast of America and Gulf of Alaska, but in the RCM relatively low sea levels by the 

North Pacific subarctic gyre, instead. Sea surface height in the subtropical gyre of the South 

Pacific is also much lower and its spatial scale is much smaller in the RCM compared with 

the ones simulated in the 0.5 x 0.5 degree-resolution GCM though in its initial stage, which 

seems to be related with the existence of artificial southern boundary in the RCM (Fig. 4). 



For the realistic simulation of the sea surface height distribution in the global or basin-

scale modeling it is suggested that the consideration of integration time enough to cover the 

spin-up stage in the finer-resolution model, and the proper treatment of lateral boundary 

condition in the RCM are very important. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Global sea surface height in GCM_2 in February (upper) and August (lower) 

at 30 years of integration 

 



 
Fig. 2 Global sea surface height in GCM_1 in February (upper) and August (lower) 

 at 30 years of integration 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Sea surface height of the Pacific Ocean in RCM in February (upper) and August (lower)  

at 30 years of integration 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Fig. 4 Sea surface height of the Pacific Ocean in 0.5 degree-resolution GCM in February (upper) 

 and August (lower) at 8 years of integration 
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1. Introduction 

 

Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) has been described by some as a long-lived El 

Nino-like pattern of Pacific climate variability, which is the dominant empirical 

orthogonal functions (EOF) mode of unfiltered Pacific sea surface temperature anomaly 

in the north of 20N (Mantua et al., 1997). El Nino and southern oscillation (ENSO), 

which could affect all over the world, is known as the most prominent feature in the 

tropics on interannual time scale. Many researchers mentioned that PDO is related to 

ENSO as well as independent of ENSO. According to the previous studies, PDO 

contains two components such as North Pacific only mode induced by atmospheric 

noise and air-sea interaction and ENSO-related mode by atmospheric bridge 

(Frankignoul et al., 1997; Jin, 1997; Zhang et al., 1997; Mantua et al., 1997; Alexander 

et al., 2002; Newman et al., 2003; An and Wang, 2005). In addition, ENSO-related PDO 

has a significant effect to continental climate (e.g., Pavia et al., 2006). Recently, the 

impact of combined ENSO and PDO on the Pacific North Atlantic (PNA) climate was 

suggested using long-term simulations of coupled general circulation model (CGCM) 

(Yu and Zwiers, 2007). 

Previous studies for North Pacific decadal variability suggested that there are two 

different modes of decadal sea surface temperature variability in the North Pacific 

(Deser and Blackmon, 1995; Miller and Schneider, 2000; Wu and Liu, 2003; Yeh and 

Kirtman, 2004). One is the SST variability around the subpolar front including the 

Kuroshio-Oyashio Extension (KOE) in the western part of the North Pacific basin. The 

other is the variability around the subtropical front associated with tropical and 

subtropical variability in the central part of the North Pacific. 

The Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
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Change (IPCC) has documented that global warming since the mid-last century is very 

likely due to the anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas concentrations. The global 

warming forced by carbon dioxide can alter the characteristics of ENSO (e. g., 

Timmermann et al., 1999). AR4-IPCC GGCM results have diverse changes in 

characteristics of ENSO due to increase in greenhouse gas concentrations. For example, 

ENSO amplitude increases in the some coupled models by global warming scenario. It 

does not increase or decreases in the other models. In spite of the diversion of the model 

results, ensemble-means of the CGCMs could have consistent changes in oceanic and 

atmospheric characteristics of the greenhouse gas-induced coupled models. Currently, 

studies about two different modes of PDO and its changes causing by greenhouse gas 

increases are hardly found in the coupled model simulations. This study focuses 

changes of two modes of North Pacific variability due to global warming and its 

possible relationship with ENSO. 

 

2. Data and Model Description 

 

Monthly mean reanalysis SSTs provided by the National Centers for Environmental 

Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) are utilized from 

1850 to 2006 on 2.0 degrees latitude-longitude grid (Smith et al., 1996). The European 

Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) reanalysis dataset (Uppala et 

al., 2005) provides atmospheric data for the period 1958-2002. The monthly means of 

these data have been entered into every grid with a horizontal resolution of 2.5 by 2.5 

degrees. 

CGCM results are used in order to assess future climate due to the global warming. 

AR4-IPCC model results are provided by the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and 

Intercomparison (PCMDI). We used two scenarios, 20C3M and Special Reports for 

Emission Scenario A1B (SRES A1B) to compare 20 century climate with future climate 

forced by greenhouse gas increase. 20C3M was initialized from a point early enough in 

the pre-industrial control run to ensure that the end of all the perturbed runs branching 

from the end of this 20C3M run end before the end of the control. SRES A1B was 

initialized with conditions from the end of the 20C3M simulation and run to 2100, after 

which hold concentrations fixed as 720 ppm of the greenhouse gas concentration and 

continue run to 2200. We used 12 different coupled models such as CGCM3.1(T47), 

CNRM-CM3, GFDL-CM2.0, GFDL-CM2.1, GISS-ER, FGOALS-g1.0, INM-CM3.0, 

MIROC3.2(medres), MRI-CGCM2.3.2, PCM, UKMO-HadCM3, and UKMO-

HadGEM1, which contain at least 100 years of commitment period. Our analysis is 
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confined to the commitment periods to understand characteristics of the greenhouse gas-

stabilized climate of the coupled models. 

 

3. Results 

 

The detrended sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are used to decompose PDO modes 

from the coupled model results because the SSTs have strong trends even for 

commitment period of the scenarios 20C3M and SRES A1B. In addition, the 

wintertime-mean (December-January-February) SSTs are used because both ENSO and 

PDO have strong seasonal peaks during wintertime. Western PDO(WPDO) is defined 

by the first EOF mode of detrended DJF SST anomalies (SSTA) in the equatorial bands 

of western North Pacific Ocean (20N-70N, 120E-180) meanwhile central PDO (CPDO) 

is defined by the first EOF mode of detrended DJF SST anomalies (SSTA) in the 

equatorial bands of western North Pacific Ocean (20N-70N, 180-90W) in this model 

study. Figure 1a and 1b show two coherent modes of North Pacific SST variability. 

Interestingly, their corresponding principal component time series have different 

teleconnection patterns each other (Fig. 1c and 1d). WPDO is related to negative Indian 

Ocean sea surface temperature meanwhile CPDO is associated with warm anomalies of 

Indian Ocean. Also, CPDO is strongly correlated with ENSO.  
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Figure 1. Dominant EOF modes of sea surface temperature in wintertime (December, January 

and February) in the two regions: (a) 20N-70N, 120E-180, (b) 20N-70N, 180-90W. 

Principal component regressed sea surface temperature anomalies of (a) and (b) for (c) 

western and (d) central North Pacific regions. 
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Figure 2. Maps of correlation coefficient between CPDO and sea surface temperatures in the 

North Pacific regions in (a) 20C3M and (b) SRES A1B scenarios in the coupled models. 

 

Figure 2 shows that intensified CPDO variability associated with ENSO in the 

warmed climate state. It indicates that relationship between ENSO and PDO would be 

strengthened in the future scenario run. In order to investigate the ENSO and PDO 

relationship ENSO index is defined by principal component of EOF1 of equatorial 

Pacific sea surface temperatures. The ENSO index of the model is the corresponding 

principal component of EOF1 rather than NINO indices because the ENSOs simulated 

by the coupled model have diverse characteristics such as different positions of SSTA 

center during El Nino peak. ENSO index is also symbolized by ENSO in convenience. 

The maps of correlation coefficient between ENSO and SSTA exhibit different patterns 

in the scenarios 20C3M and SRES A1B for all models (Figure 3). There are some 

distinctive changes of the correlation map in SRES A1B comparing with that of 20C3M. 

First of all, ENSO-related PDO has stronger and its center shifts eastward in SRES A1B.  

It is noteworthy that ENSO-related PDO of the models does not appear in the 

Kuroshio-Extension region. SST variability in the Kuroshio-Extension region is not 
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related to ENSO in observation. The correlation coefficients between ENSO and SSTA 

in the tropical Pacific region are smaller in SRES A1B than those of 20C3M. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Maps of correlation coefficient between 12-model combined SSTA and ENSO index 

for (a) 20C3M and (b) SRESA1B 

 

These relatively small correlation coefficients between ENSO and SSTA in tropics 

indicate that tropical SSTA has non-ENSO variability because ENSO is defined by the 

first EOF of tropical SSTA in Pacific in this study. Moreover, the eigenvalue for EOF1 

in ENSO region decreases in dominant number of models, which are run in SREA A1B 

scenario, than that of 20C3M (figure not shown). As a matter of fact, the non-ENSO 

variability of the SSTA could be understood as modified ENSO due to tropics-

subtropics interaction. SSTA in the subtropical region (160W-130W, 10N-20N) is 

highly correlated with ENSO. The negative relationship between that subtropical SSTA 

and SSTA in the mid-latitude region (180-150W, 20N-40N) increases in SRES A1B. All 

individual models exhibit the similar increase of the negative relationship between those 
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two time series except only 1 model, GISS-ER. The ENSO-correlated subtropical SSTA 

are associated with subtropics-expanded EOF of tropical SSTA in almost SRES A1B 

models (figure not shown). This implies that the interaction between ENSO and PDO 

could be more active in SRES A1B scenario. 
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The ocean circulation model used to estimate future circulation and water properties 

along the British Columbia shelf was developed by Masson and Fain (2011). It is an 

application of the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS, Haidvogel et al., 2008) with 

3 km horizontal resolution, 30 sigma layers in the vertical, and the coverage shown in Fig 1. 

The model is forced with tides, daily wind and heat flux from the North American Regional 

Reanalysis (NARR), freshwater runoff from twenty rivers, and lateral boundary salinities 

and temperatures from the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) project. With initial 

temperatures and salinities also taken from SODA, a model simulation over the period 1995 

to 2008 has been shown to reproduce inter-annual sea surface temperature patterns, the 

major seasonal currents, and elevation time series from coastal tide gauges with reasonable 

accuracy. The interested reader is directed to Masson and Fain (2011) for more details.  

In order to use this model for future projections, it need only be run with suitable future 

forcing and initial fields. As the gravitational forcing fields that determine the tides are 

completely predictable, that component can be easily forecast. The required atmospheric 

forcing can be obtained by applying downscaling techniques to output from global climate 

models (GCMs) and/or regional climate models (RCMs) that are available from either  

 the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multi-model data set     

of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), assembled at the Program for Climate 

Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI, http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/) to inform the 

IPCC Fourth Assessment, or 

  the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP, 

http://www.narccap.ucar.edu/). 

As the NARCCAP data have a finer horizontal resolution (approximately 50 km) and 

thus should be better to able to capture spatial variations in i) terrestrial precipitation (both 

rainfall and snowfall) and ii) oceanic winds and heat fluxes, they were chosen.  As a 

consequence, our model simulations focussed on the NARCCAP-defined ‘current’ and 
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‘future’ time periods of 1970-1999 and 2040-2069, respectively. Note that these 

NARCCAP future simulations assume the A2 emissions scenario (no leveling off of 

greenhouse gases). Initial conditions, boundary conditions and atmospheric forcing values 

were generally constructed for the future simulation by calculating anomalies between 

future and current RCM/GCM downscaled values and adding them to the ROMS hindcast 

values. 

 

 
Fig 1. Extent and bathymetry (m) for the British Columbia regional climate model. 

 

There are six RCMs within NARCCAP. Though we eventually aim to force our BC 

shelf model with the atmospheric anomalies from all six and compute ensemble averages 

from the associated results, our initial anomalies for air temperature, air pressure and 

humidity were calculated using only one, the Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM) 

which in turn was forced by the Canadian Global Climate Model (CGCM3).  Since the 

CRCM has significantly lower resolution than our oceanic shelf model, there were regions 

that it defined as land and our model defined as water.  As the values for air temperature, 

air pressure and humidity given by the CRCM in these regions were affected by being over 

land, new values for these coastal areas were calculated using Empirical Orthogonal 

Functions (EOFs).  These EOFs were generated using NARR data over a 15 year period 

between 1995 and 2009 where 14 years were used to generate the EOFs and the remaining 

year was used to test the ability of the EOFs to generate coastal data based on offshore data.  

Ten EOFs were used to approximate the data and the regeneration of the test year was 
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accomplished with an average R-squared value of 0.95 and p-values with an order of 

magnitude 10
-5

.   

Dealing with the rest of the atmospheric forcing was less complex. As no land effects 

were noticeable in the CRCM precipitation output, these data were used as-is to calculate 

the necessary anomalies.  Short-wave and long-wave radiation showed no significant 

difference between the current and future scenarios, so these forcings were left at their 

current scenario values.   

As the CRCM is atmosphere only, anomalies for the initial oceanic temperature and 

salinity fields were calculated from CGCM3 output.  As with the CRCM downscaling, the 

coarse CGCM3 resolution necessitated the use of special downscaling techniques. In this 

case, the number of points in the 3-D GCM grid made using EOFs prohibitive so 

latitudinally-averaged annual anomalies were found and applied to the current scenario 

fields over the entire grid.  The results are shown in Fig 2. The same anomaly fields were 

applied to temperatures and salinities along the lateral boundaries of the model. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Temperature and salinity anomalies as functions of latitude and depth, and as computed 

from the CCCma CGCM3.1 T47 SRES A2 run #4.  

 

As baroclinic flows along the BC shelf are largely determined by salinity rather than 

temperature gradients, freshwater discharges along the coast are important, not only for 

their direct role in generating coastal currents but also indirectly for transporting larvae and 
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nutrients and acting as possible barriers to cross-shelf transport, e.g. from shelf-edge 

upwelling. Fig 3 shows that watersheds along the BC coast are projected to become wetter 

in winter (DJF) and drier in summer (JJA). As a significant amount of the winter 

precipitation away from the coast itself is stored as snow-pack and released later in the year, 

drier summers do not necessarily mean less discharge.  

 

 
Figure 3. Percentage changes in precipitation for the period 2090–2099, relative to 1980–1999. 

Values are multi-model averages based on the A1B emission scenario.  White areas are where 

less than 66% of the GCMs agree in the sign of the change and stippled areas are where more 

than 90% of the models agree in the sign of the change. DJF =winter, JJA=summer. This was 

Fig 7 in IPCC AR4 Summary for Policy Makers. 

 

The main problem in estimating both historical and future freshwater discharge 

affecting the BC coast is that approximately 20% is ungauged. Morrison et al. (2011) 

developed a technique for estimating ungauged runoff based on the precipitation, 

temperature, terrain characteristics, and storage capacity within twenty-two basins (Fig 4) 

whose freshwater discharges affect coastal BC waters. The technique has been verified with 

historical observations and used to reconstruct time series for each of the twenty-two 

watersheds back to 1970. Though there was considerable annual variability, the total annual 

discharge averaged about 1000 km
3 

and there was no statistically significant trend over this 

time period. 

In order to employ the same technique to estimate future discharges, future precipitation, 

temperatures, and snowpack estimates were downscaled from the same CRCM model 

output that was used to provide the atmospheric forcing. An earlier study that was restricted 

to only the Fraser River watershed (Morrison et al., 2002) and projections from the CCCma 

IPCC AR3 global model predicted only a modest (5%) increase in the average total annual 

discharge over 2070-2099, but increased flow over the winter and an earlier (by 24 days) 

spring melt and 18% smaller peak discharge.  
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Figure 4. Water Survey of Canada drainage basins affecting British Columbia coastal waters.  

 

Figure 5 shows the 1970-99 and 2040-69 discharges for the twenty-two basins affecting 

BC shelf waters and the nine that empty into the Salish Sea (Puget Sound, Juan de Fuca 

Strait, and the Strait of Georgia). Consistent with the projections shown in Fig 3, only for 

July and parts of June and August are the future discharges projected to be less than 

present-day values; for the rest of the year they are larger. And consistent with the Morrison 

et al (2002) result, in the Salish Sea where the Fraser River is the largest contributor to the 

total discharge, the peak discharge is seen to be occurring earlier in the year. However the 

peak value remains about the same. 
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Figure 5. Contemporary and future freshwater discharges for a) the nine watersheds emptying in 

the Salish Sea, and b) all twenty-two watersheds impacting coastal BC waters, as estimated by 

output from the CRCM. 

 

Our modelling strategy is to build-up the future forcing fields incrementally so that the 

impact of each can be assessed. At the time of writing this report, only simulations with 

future heat flux, tides and lateral boundary forcing had been completed. Future freshwater 

discharges are planned next and future winds will be the final addition; but for the results 

shown here, those forcings were kept the same as for the baseline period.   

Sample results for the first set of simulations are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Average 

annual sea surface temperature anomalies for a 14-year future simulation with respect the 

1995-2008 Masson and Fain (2011) hindcast are shown in Fig 6b. Warmer values are seen 
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everywhere along the thalweg (Fig 6a) traversing Juan de Fuca Strait, Haro Strait, and the 

Strait of Georgia, but due to a combination of tidal mixing and Fraser River discharges 

(which enters the Strait of Georgia at approximately kilometre 250), they are not spatially 

uniform. Figure 7 shows average annual temperature anomalies as a function of depth at a 

location which is approximately 300 km along the thalweg. Though positive anomalies of 

at least 0.65°C are seen all the way down the water column, they are larger near the surface 

and have depth dependent maxima ranging between April and June. 

Simulations with additional future forcing fields are planned and analyses of their 

results will be described in a manuscript that will be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal. 
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Figure 6. a) Model grid and thalweg along Juan de Fuca Strait, Haro Strait and Strait of Georgia, b) 

annual average sea surface temperature anomalies (°C) along the thalweg.    
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Figure 7. Average temperature (°C) anomalies (future-present) as a function of depth at a site 

300km along the thalweg shown in Fig 6a. 
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1.Background 

 
Though global climate models can represent many identifiable features of the climate 

system, they also suffer from significant localized biases.  Climate model biases are not 

uniform over the globe. For example, in the ocean, modeled sea surface temperature (SST) 

errors are often largest along the continental margins (see Figure 1).  Many coupled 

climate models generate very large SST biases in the coastal upwelling regions of the 

California Current System (CCS), the Humboldt Current system (HCS) and the Benguela 

Current System (BCS), where simulated mean SSTs are much warmer than observed. 

Figure 1 (top left panel) shows that the NCAR-CCSM3 (spectral atmosphere) used in 

IPCC-AR4 was no exception, with biases in excess of 3oC in all three regions. Furthermore, 

these SST biases have significant remote effects on surface and subsurface temperature and 

salinity, and on precipitation and hence atmospheric heating and circulation (Collins et al. 

2006). Large and Danabasoglu (2006) showed, in particular, with observed SSTs imposed 

along the BCS coast in an otherwise freely-evolving CCSM3 simulation there are 

significant improvements in precipitation in the western Indian Ocean, over the African 

continent and across the Equatorial Atlantic (see Figure 2). Imposed SSTs along the HCS 

coast reduce precipitation in the so-called double ITCZ region of the south tropical Pacific.   

These errors often coincide with regions of importance to oceanic ecosystems and 

nearby human populations.   In the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC-

AR4) Working Group 1 assessment report, where the reliability of the models used to make 

projections of future climate change is assessed, Randall et al. (2007) discuss the many 

improvements and the strengths of the current generation of coupled models of the physical 

climate system, but they also highlight a number of remaining significant model errors. 

Furthermore, they state “The ultimate source of most such errors is that many important 

small-scale processes cannot be represented explicitly in models, and so must be included 



in approximate form as they interact with larger-scale features.” Some of the reasons 

given for the deficiencies are limited computer power, data availability and scientific 

understanding.  Conversely, regional models have shown significant skill in modeling 

coastal processes (e.g., Curchitser et al., 2005, Powell et al., 2007, Combes et al., 2009, 

Veneziani et al., 2009a,b). This creates the opportunity, and perhaps necessity, to develop 

multi-scale numerical solution schemes that adapt the resolution in specific areas of interest, 

such as the California Current System. 

Figure 1 (top right) shows that the coastal winds in the latest CCSM4 with a 2o 

resolution (finite volume) atmosphere produce even larger SST biases than were apparent 

in CCSM3 (top left), despite many improvements to the physical model components. 

Improving the coastal winds by increasing the atmospheric resolution to 1o, however, 

significantly reduces the coastal SST biases (Figure 1, bottom). The implication is that the 

further reductions in the SSTs required to eliminate the coastal biases under present day 

conditions will likely also need to come from improvements to the ocean physics and the 

upwelling of cold water in particular. These improvements must be realized before the 

regional biogeochemistry and ecosystem models can be expected to behave accurately 

because of the sensitivity to temperature and the critical importance of upwelled nutrients 

for biological processes. 
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One approach to achieve high-resolution climate-scale simulations in a given domain is 

the nesting of a high-resolution limited-area grid within a lower resolution large-scale 

numerical domain (Ito et al., 2009). With a nesting approach, information is downscaled 

from the coarse to a fine resolution region through an overlap in the domains. “Simple” 

downscaling using one-way flow of information works well when the forcing data are 

constrained by observations, for instance such as in the case when using atmospheric 

reanalysis products (e.g., Kalnay et al., 1996). The high-resolution nest can explicitly 

resolve features missing from the large-scale model simulation, though it is still constrained 

through the boundaries by the large-scale climate patterns. However, when using freely-

evolving coupled models, such as those used by IPCC to study past and future climate, the 

mean resulting climate is unconstrained by observational data. Therefore, a given 

atmospheric model can be expected to respond differently to an alternative (e.g., high-

resolution) ocean in the coupled system. The challenge is then to not only downscale 

information to the local scales, but also to understand how regional variability affects the 

global climate. 

In order to address the above issues we developed a new multi-scale ocean as part of the 

U.S. National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Climate System Model 

(NCAR-CCSM).  The new composite ocean consists of the global Parallel Ocean Program 

(POP) and the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS).  The new composite ocean is 

connected to the rest of the CCSM climate model through a modified flux coupler (See 

Figure 2). 
 

 
 



2. Results from the multi-scale coupled model 

 
In order to test and demonstrate the capabilities of the multi-scale climate model, we 

have been carrying out a series of simulations where the northeast Pacific upwelling region 

is solved using a high- resolution (10 km) ocean within a global (1o) model. The 

atmosphere is on a spectral grid (~2o), sea ice is solved on the ocean grid and the land 

surface model on the atmospheric grid. The CCSM is initialized from a spun-up 

climatology and time- stepped for 150 years. This simulation is then compared to a control 

run without the high- resolution ocean. Figure 3 is a close-up look at the northeast Pacific 

showing the anomaly in the SST in a coupled climate simulation between a case with the 

composite ocean and the control, for all the available months of August (upwelling season). 

Superimposed are wind vector anomalies. What is seen is that the new multi-scale ocean is 

able to resolve the upwelling that is mostly missing from the global simulations, and this 

has a significant effect on the regional wind patterns. 

Figure 4 shows the surface sea temperature and standard deviation for summer months 

(June-August) of the control simulation and the corresponding anomalies with the 

composite model for the last 140 years of simulation. The thick black lines outline regions 

of 95% confidence based on T- and F- tests for the mean and standard deviations, 

respectively.  The temperature anomaly plot shows the local cooling effect that results 

from resolving the upwelling in the northeast Pacific and also remote effects in the Atlantic 

ocean.  Significant, and robust, effects are also seen in other variables such as tropical 

precipitation and sea level pressure. 
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3.Summary 

 
A new multi-scale capability was developed by merging a global and a regional ocean 

model within a global climate model.  The goal was to address some of the biases 

exhibited by low-resolution global models in regions with implications to marine 

ecosystems.  Long integrations show that this configuration is able to address some of 

these regional biases.  Furthermore, by preserving the feedbacks between the regional and 

global climate models we are able to study upscaling effects that arise from the regionally 

introduced perturbations.  In the case presented here we see effect as far afield as the north 

Atlantic ocean.  Further studies are proceeding by studying the effects of resolving other 

major upwelling regions as well a new study in a western boundary current region where 

global models also show sea surface temperature biases.  Future plans include adding a 

biogeochemistry model to this configuration in order to study the role of upwelling regions 

in the global CO2 cycles. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The temperature increase of the Northwest Pacific (NWP) and its marginal seas is 

significantly higher than that of the global mean (Figure 1). The temperature in the NWP 

marginal seas is greatly influenced by the East Asian monsoon and ocean currents like Tsushima 

Current (TC) and the Kuroshio. Rapid temperature change may result in great impact on the 

regional ecosystem.  

 

Figure 1 .Trend of sea surface temperature observed by satellite from 1982 to 2010 

( http://poet.jpl.nasa.gov/). 

 

The NWP marginal seas are characterized by complex circulation pattern and large 

variability, yet they are small enough for multiple simulations to be economically feasible. Great 
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efforts have been made to improve the understanding and predictability of the NWP circulation 

by using numerical models (Cho et al., 2009; Deng et al. 2010).  

The relatively coarse resolution of global climate models results in isolation of the marginal 

seas from large open ocean basins or unreasonable large or small transport in the straits. 

Exchanges of water between the semi-enclosed marginal seas and the open ocean are important 

to simulate regional climate change and what in nature involves the straits.  

       We are currently in the process of downscaling global climate models using a high-

resolution (10km) regional ocean model. Once this is completed, we will further refine our 

results with a coupled atmosphere-ocean model.  This regional climate model will produce water 

temperature and salinity and current to 2100.  This will allow us to assess climate change 

impacts on regional ecosystems and habitats of highly migratory pelagic species. 

 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

 
The NWP model domain ranges 

from 118
 o
 N to 49

 o
 N and from 118

 o
 E 

to 155
o
 E. It includes the East China 

Sea (ECS), the Yellow Sea (YS), the 

Japan/East Sea (JES) and northwestern 

part of the Pacific Ocean (Figure 2). 

The horizontal grid has a nominal 

resolution of 0.1
o 

and 20 vertical sigma 

levels are used. Vertical mixing is 

calculated by the level 2.5 Mellor-

Yamada turbulence closure (Mellor and 

Yamada, 1974). Chapman, Flather and 

clamped boundary conditions were 

used for free surface elevation, 

barotropic momentum, baroclinic 

momentum, respectively. The 

horizontal viscosity coefficient was set 

to 300 m
2
/s. The bottom topography 

used for the model is interpolated from 

ETOPO1, with a minimum depth set to 5 

m. 

Freshwater discharges from 

Changjiang (Yangtze) River and Huang 

He (Yellow) River were included. Changjiang discharge was estimated from the precipitation 

using the relation equation between the precipitation and discharge by Senju et al. (2006). For 

the Huang He discharge, climatological data were used because its discharge is one order smaller 

than that of the Changjiang River. Tidal forcing was applied along the open boundaries using 

eight major tidal components in order to provide tidal mixing effect on the sea surface 

temperature (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002). The initial values for temperature and salinity were 

obtained from the average of the 1979 January of SODA. Boundary conditions were obtained 

from a global ocean models SODA (1979-1993) and ECCO (1994-2009) 

Figure 2. Bottom topography of the northwest Pacific 

model domain. The thick solid line represents the 

section monitoring transport in the Korea Strait. 

Contour lines are water depths 
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To allow the modelled ocean state to reach a quasi-steady state, the daily surface fluxes 

obtained from the ECMWF were applied for a spin-up period of 2 years. The surface 

atmospheric forcing for the hindcast simulation was provided from daily mean value of ECMWF 

reanalysis dataset. A bulk-flux formulation was used for calculation of the surface heat fluxes.  

Details on model can be found in the work of Cho et al. (2009). 

 

3. MODEL VALIDATION 

 

The temporal mean of 

the simulated SST is 

compared with that of the 

satellite SST from 2001 to 

2009 (Figure 3). The 

satellite observations are 4 

km data collected using the 

NOAA/AVHRR Pathfinder 

Version 5 distributed by Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory 

(http://poet.jpl.nasa.gov/). 

The paths of the Kuroshio, 

the TC and East Korean 

Warm Current (EKWC) are 

indicated by warm SST 

signatures. The Kuroshio, 

characterized by the warm 

water southwest of Japan, is 

clearly defined in the 

simulation. The TC and the 

EKWC in the JES are also 

relatively well defined by 

warm water in the 

simulation. In general, the 

distribution of isotherms, 

and the maximum and 

minimum of the simulated 

mean SST are similar to 

those from the observations.  

Model transports were compared with the observed transport and a global climate model 

MIROC in the Korea Strait (Fukudome et al., 2010). The volume transport passing the Korea 

Strait is important because it might determine the distribution of heat, salt and other materials not 

only in the JES but also in the ECS. Understanding the variation of the transport in the Korea 

Strait is a key factor to identify the circulation in the marginal seas of the NWP. The observed 

and the NWP model transports show remarkable seasonal variation (Figure 4). But it is not easy 

to find seasonal variation from the MIROC transport. Moreover, the MIROC transport is about 

Figure 3.  Mean surface temperature by model (left) and satellite (right) 

from January 2001 to December 2009. 

Figure 4. Monthly mean transports of ADCP observation, NWP 

Model and MIROC in the Korea from 2001 to 2006. 
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1Sv larger than the observation for the whole period, whereas the NWP model transport is 

similar to the observation.  

 

5. APPLICATION TO CLIMATE PROJECTION 
 

Accuracy of the NWP models has been limited by many uncertain model parameters and 

errors in the initial state estimate (Thompson, 1957; Stockdale et al., 1998). The errors might 

increase greatly during long term integration which is required in the study of climate change. 

Ocean data assimilation is a mathematical process of combining ocean observations and ocean 

models to extract the most important information from relatively sparse and incomplete 

observations of ocean. The reanalysis using assimilation are useful in our understanding on past 

climate change and verifying model drift by comparison with the result of the control run. The 

temperature data provided by the Korea Oceanographic Data Center, the Japan Oceanographic 

Data Center, the Global Temperature and Salinity Profile Program (GTSPP) are used. SST data 

from NASA and SSH data from AVISO are also assimilated.  

Interannual variation of temperature simulated by NWP model using the assimilated initial 

was compared with the satellite observation and the MIROC temperature. Figure 5 shows the 

monthly mean surface temperature over the YS and the JES in February (upper) and August 

(lower) from 2001 to 2009. MIROC shows warm bias compared to satellite observation in both 

seas in winter, whereas the NWP model result is comparable to the observation. Both models 

show warm bias in summer. However, 

interannual variation of the NWP 

model is close to the observation 

despite of systematic bias, whereas that 

of the MIROC has little correlation 

with the observation.  

Climate projection with the NWP 

model for the next 100 years will be 

taken. Climate components calculated 

from the global climate models using 

Cyclostationary Empirical Orthogonal 

Function (CSEOF) analysis (Kim et al., 

1996) will be added to the surface 

forcing and open boundary values for 

the climate projection. CSEOF 

decomposes space-time data into 

cyclostationary loading vectors. Data 

assimilation results will be used for the 

initial. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 
A regional NWP model was setup and verified. The reanalysis for the NWP is produced to 

understand recent climate variability and to produce initial values for climate projection. 

Hindcast result suggests that the NWP model has better performance than the global climate 

Figure 5. Monthly mean surface temperature over the YS 

and the JES in February (upper panels) and August 

(lower panels) from 2001 to 2009. 
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model in regional climate projection. Especially the NWP successfully simulates the interannual 

variation of the observation, although it has systematic difference in summer. Warm bias of the 

NWP model in summer should be corrected in the future. 
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Abstract 

Climate change in the Northwest Pacific during the 21st century as 
manifested in the SRES A1B scenario of several AR-4 models is investigated 
using cyclostationary EOF (CSEOF) analysis. In case of the high-resolution 
MIROC model, 12 atmospheric variables including t2 (2 m air temperature) and 
5 oceanic variables (sea surface height and 4 ocean variables defined at 47 
vertical levels) are subjected to the CSEOF analysis. Generally, CSEOF 
decomposition of each variable identifies two main modes—the annual cycle and 
the clime change signal. Then, atmospheric and oceanic variables (called the 
predictor variables) are regressed onto the pc time series of t2 (called the target 
variable) in CSEOF space to find rigorous physical relationship between the 
target variable and other predictor variables. 

In the MIROC high-resolution dataset, climate change mode exhibits a 
linear trend with slight natural variability superimposed on it. The linear trend 
indicates that temperature increase, on average, is ~4°C over the 100 years, but 
is higher on land and is lower over the ocean. Oceanic variables are also highly 
correlated with t2. Spatially, high ocean temperatures are found to the east of 
Japan between 35-45N and are vertically barotropic in the upper 500 m. 
Salinity is generally oppositely correlated with temperature with warming 
leading to freshening of the upper ocean. Amidst general warming of the upper 
ocean, a sign of stronger meandering of the Kuroshio extension is seen, which 
alters the dynamic topography of the sea surface. This meandering is also clearly 
seen in the vertical section of the velocity field.  

Regression analysis of the ocean temperature reveals two depth ranges of 
higher correlation with t2 separated by a minimum correlation layer at ~2-km 
depth. The upper layer may indicate that atmospheric temperature is crucially 
affected by the upper-ocean temperature. High correlation in the lower layer, 
however, cannot be due to a direct exchange of energy between the ocean and 
the atmosphere and thus other mechanism should be responsible for it. Salinity 
appears less correlated with t2 than ocean temperature, but correlation with t2 
is still significant. Interestingly, salinity has two minimum correlation depths and 
henceforth there are three high-correlation layers.  

 



1. Data  
 

The family of A1 scenarios, which are characterized by rapid economic 
growth and focus more on economy than environment has three members. 
Among them is the A1B scenario,which emphasizes balances on all energy 
sources. In this scenario, the CO2 concentration increases continuously until 
2100 when it reaches 720 ppm.Of the AR-4 (Fourth Assessment Report) models, 
MIROC (a Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate) high-resolution 
model data for the A1B scenario are selected to show the results in the present 
study. MIROC is a coupled general circulation model developed at CCSR (Center 
for Climate System Research, University of Tokyo) and is made up of 
CCSR/NIES/FRCGC AGCM 5.7 and COCO (CCSR Ocean Component Model) 
(Hasumi and Amori, 2004). Atmospheric variables used for the analysis are 
ccover (cloud cover), evap (latent heat flux), t2 (2-m temperature), prcp 
(precipitation), sens (sensible heat flux), ssr (surface net shortwave), ssrd 
(surface downward shortwave), slr (surface net longwave), slrd (surface 
downward longwave), q2 (2 m specific humidity), u10 (10 m zonal wind), and 
v10 (10 m meridional wind). Oceanic variables are sh (sea surface height), to 
(temperature), so (salinity), uo (zonal velocity), and vo (meridional velocity). 
Oceanic variables are defined at 47 vertical levels. The datasets aremonthly from 
Jan. 2001 to Dec. 2100. Grid spacing of the atmospheric variables is at T106 
spectral truncation, which is approximately 1.125 degree in both the longitude 
and latitude directions. Grid spacing of the ocean variable is 0.28125 degree in 
the zonal direction and 0.1875 degree in the meridional direction; the original 
model coordinates, which are not latitude and longitude, are transformed into 
regular longitude-latitude grids. River runoff is defined on 0.5°0.5grids only on 
land. 
 
 
2. Method of Analysis 
 
 To separate the physical processes from the datasets, the CSEOF 
technique was employed (Kim and North, 1997). In the CSEOF analysis, space-
time data, T(r, t), are written as a linear superposition: 

T(r, t) = LVn(r, t)PCn(t)
n

å , 

where LVn(r, t) and PCn(t)  are cyclostationary loading vectors (LV) and principal 

component (PC) time series, respectively. The CSEOF representation of the data 
is different from the EOF representation in that the loading vectors are time 
dependent and periodic; that is, 

LVn(r, t) = LVn(r, t +d), 

where d  is called the nested period.  The nested period is set to 12 months in 
this study. 
 
 CSEOF analysis is conductedon each of the atmospheric and oceanic 
variables (on each level for oceanic variables). Then, the PC time series of a 



target variable (t2 in this study) is written as a linear regression of the PC time 
series of a predictor variables (say, sea level height). That is, 

PCTi(t) = an
(i)PCn(t)

n
å +e(t), 

wherePCTi(t) is the target PC time series for mode i ,PCn(t) is the predictor PC 

time series for mode n , and e(t)  is the regression error time series. Then, the 

spatio-temporal pattern of the predictor variable, LVPn(r, t) , which is consistent 

with the loading vector of the target variable, LVTi(r, t), is obtained by  

LVPi(r, t) = an
(i)LVn(r, t)

n
å . 

This procedure is called the regression analysis in CSEOF space.  Note that 
LVTi(r, t) and LVPi(r, t) are physically and dynamically consistent in the context 

of having (nearly) identical amplitude time series, not because of the identical 
physical evolution. For more information on the CSEOF technique, see Kim and 
Na (2011) and references cited therein. 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 Target variable t2 
 

The first two modes of t2 explain 95.8% of the total variance; modes 1, 2 
and 3respectively explain 95.8%, 2.7%, and 0.12%. The PC time series of mode 1 
is almost constant throughout the 100 years of analysis with a value of about 7-8 
(Fig. 1) and the loading vector has relatively higher values on land and 
lowervalues over the water (not shown). Contour lines are crowded on land, but 
few contour lines overthe water. The loading vector shows sign change with a 
period of 6 months, a typical pattern of the seasonal change. 
 
 

Fig. 1. The PC time series of modes 1 and 2 
for variable t2 (left) and the annually averaged loading vector of mode 2 (right). 



The mode 2 has an increasing linear trend from about -2 to 2. 
Superimposed on this linear trend are annual fluctuations with amplitude of 
about 0.2-0.3. Over the 12-mo nested period, loading vector of mode 2 is positive 
everywhere as shown in Fig. 1 meaning that t2 is increasing. As shown in Fig. 1, 
increasein 2 m temperature isrelatively higher on land than over theocean and a 
strong horizontal gradient develops along the land-sea boundary in the Okhotsk 
Sea. CSEOF pattern is nearly zonal in the open ocean except for the Okhotsk Sea. 
It is interesting to note on the ocean that larger values (about 1) are located to 
the east of Japan in the form of a zonal band with a center at ca. (160E, 40N); 
thus, 2 m air temperature increases by about 4over the period of 100 years. In 
the East Sea and the Yellow Sea northern region exhibits larger increase than the 
southern region. 
 
3.2 Patterns of ocean variables for mode 2 
 

Regression analysis was conducted for each ocean variable at each depth 
using the PC time series of the first 20 modes. Prior to the regression analysis, 
linear trend was removed from both time series in order to remove spurious 
correlation because of trends. Accuracy of regression as represented by R2 value 
is very high for all ocean variables. The R2 value, and henceforth correlation, 
decreases gradually with depth and a minimum is reached at about 2000 m. The 
influence of the seasonal cycle of atmospheric forcing is typically limited to less 
than 100 m depth of the ocean, but the atmospheric heating of the climate 
change modeappears to reach much deeperpart of the ocean according to the 
vertical structure of correlation. The R2 value increases with depth again with a 
subsurface maximum at around 4500 m.  This indicates that the atmospheric 
influence on ocean temperatures at deeper part of the ocean is not direct but 
through different ocean dynamics. 

 
Large anomalies insea level height, temperature, and current velocities 

are seen along the path of Kuroshio and its extension, to the south and east of 
Japan (Fig. 2).  Most conspicuous features are an anti-cyclonic circulation with 

 
  

 
Fig. 2 Streamlines at 1.5m andsea level height (contours). Red and blue colors 
represent positive and negative values, respectively. 



 
the center at (137E, 30N), another anti-cyclonic circulation with two centers at 
(146E, 35N) and (152E, 36N), and a cyclonic circulation with the center at 
(148E, 38N). These features are closely correlated with sea level changes; anti-
cyclonic (cyclonic) circulationcorresponds to positive (negative) sea level height 
in proximity of geostrophic balance. Anti-cyclonic circulationto the south of 
Japan coincides with the departing portion of the meandering path of the 
Kuroshio and the two centers of the anti-cyclonic circulation to the east of Japan 
coincide with the southern flanks of the two crests of nearly stationary meander 
of the Kuroshio extension (Sakamoto et al., 2005).  
  

Ocean temperature change is also closely correlated with current velocity 
change; anti-cyclonic (cyclonic) circulation is associated with warmer (cooler) 
waters.  This relationship is clearly seen in the upper-ocean heat content change 
(Fig. 3). Figure 3 shows that ocean warming is a crucial reason for sea level 
height change in Fig. 2.  In turn, current velocity change as a result of sea level 
height change is also responsible for heat content change in the upper ocean; 
weak heat content change along ~37.5N appears to be due to the increased 
zonal current speed of the Kuroshio extension.  Thus, the magnitude of current 
speed change does not seem to be proportional to the heat content change; heat 
content change is more effective in changing the current speed in a region where 
climatological current speed is stronger such as the Kuroshio extension region.  
Another peculiar characteristic in regard to the current speed change is the 
development of relatively strong westward current anomaly at ~32-33N.  This 
westward flow seems to be associated with the increased upper-ocean heat 
content and sea level height to the north of ~34N.   

 
Figure 4 shows a comparison between climatological surface current and 

that under the A1B scenario.  There is no significant shift in terms of the location 
of the Kuroshio extension but the speed of the extension has increased fairly 
significantly and extends more eastward before branching occurs (Figs. 4a and 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.  Heat content change in the upper 300 m ocean and streamlines of surface 
currents. 



 
4c). Another characteristic feature is well developed return flow to the south and 
the north of the Kuroshio extension (Fig. 4c). The increased speed of the 
Kuroshio extension matches well with the region of significant change in upper-
ocean heat content. 
 

In order to gain more physical insight into these changes, vertical 
structure of temperature is investigated in Fig. 5.  Under the A1B scenario, strong  

 
 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 4.  Streamlines of ocean current with speed for (a) climatology, (b) climate 
change, and (c) A1B scenario, and (d) changes in ocean heat content in the upper 
200 m (contour) and current speed (shade) under the A1B scenario. 



 
change is seen in the Kuroshio extension, which is located between 35-37N at 
147.5E climatologically.  Stronger north-south temperature gradient is 
developed under the A1B scenario as seen in the middle and lower panels of Fig. 
5; isotherms become significantly deeper at the southern border of the Kuroshio 
extension than at the northern border.  As a result, current speed of the Kuroshio 
extension increases.  Also, westward current anomaly is clearly seen to the south 
and north of the Kuroshio extension in the vertical structure of isotherms in the 
lower panel of Fig. 8; isotherms become deeper northward at ~34N and ~37N 
in association with the westward currents to the north and the south of the 
Kuroshio extension.  Thus, the speed of the Kuroshio extension increases while 
dynamically induced westward current anomalies develop to the north and 
south of the Kuroshio extension. 

 
 It should be pointed out that upper-ocean heat content change is well 
reflected in the ensuing sea level and current changes to the south of the 
Kuroshio extension.  On the other hand, sea level and current changes are 
significantly weaker to the north of the Kuroshio extension even though heat 
content change is quite comparable to that along the Kuroshio extension.  As  
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5.  Vertical section of temperature along 147.5E: (a) climatology, (b) climate 
change, and (c) A1B scenario. 



seen in Fig. 3, for example, heat content change at around (160E, 40N) is 
comparable to that at (147E, 35N).  Sea level and current changes, however, at 
the former location is substantially lower than that at the latter location.  This 
can be explained in terms of mild north-south gradient of isotherms.  Although 
warming is fairly significant in the upper 200 m or so, isotherms become flatter 
because of the warming and a sharp gradient between warm and cold water 
masses is shifted further north resulting in less conspicuous warming signal at 
this location. 
 

Seen on the surface of the ocean, the anti-cyclonic circulation is stronger 
and larger than the cyclonic circulation (Figs. 2 and 3). In the meridional section 
along 145E, there are two cores of stronger temperature anomalies at 34-
36Nand 38-41N (Fig. 6). These two cores extend from the seasurface down to 
1500-2000m depth (the northern one is about 500 m shallower than the 
southern one, which reaches 2000 m).  There is also a difference in the central 
depth of the core, where maximum temperature anomaly is found. The southern 
core’s center is located at 350 m while the northern one is located near the 
surface at ~50 m. At the latitudes of two temperature cores, 35N and 39N, 
zonal velocity changes sign. Also, the latitude of the core of weaker temperature 
anomaly (37N), which resides between the two positive temperature anomalies, 
marks the sign change of zonal velocity. Thus, there are two pairs of recirculation 
into the main stream of the Kuroshio along 145E; the southern recirculation 
(~33N) is stronger and reaches deeper than the northern one (~38N) with the 
main Kuroshio axis exhibits increased zonal velocity down to ~1500 m. 
 

Averaged temperature and current speed is taken from the first 10 years 
of simulation and also from the last 10 years and their differences (last 10 years 
– first 10 years) are examined in Fig. 7. At the sea surface, temperature increases 
by ~3-4C and the salinity decreases by ~0.1-0.6 psu in the Pacific (larger 
decrease is found in the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea). The 27C isotherm is 
located along 20N in the first 10 years but moves northward to about 30N 
 
 

 
Fig. 6. Meridional section along 145E of temperature (left) and zonal velocity 
(right). 



 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. 10-year averages of temperature (left) and ocean current speed (right) 
for 2001-2010 (top), 2091-2100 (middle), and their differences (bottom) 
 
 
 
in the last 10 years, where 24C isotherm was located in the first 10 years. In the 
Kuroshio extension region, two isotherms (18C and 21C in the first 10 years 
and 21C and 24C in the last 10 years) become closer to each other in the last 10 



years than in the first 10 years indicating stronger current in the Kuroshio 
extension region. Average surface velocity shows the strengthening and a slight 
northward shift of the Kuroshio extension (Fig. 7). 
 
 
4. Concluding Remarks 
 

According to MIROC high-resolution model under the SRES A1B scenario, 
the Northwestern Pacific will undergo significant changes not only in the heat 
content of the upper ocean but also in the strength and location of the Kuroshio 
and its extension.  Increased heat content is reflected, in general, in the increased 
sea level height and corresponding circulation change in the upper ocean of the 
Northwestern Pacific.  Circulation change, on the other hand, induces vertical 
temperature redistribution, which is further reflected in the isotherm depths and 
upper-ocean heat content.  Thus, the climate change signal in the Northwestern 
Pacific is not merely overall warming in the ocean but is delicate involving 
secondary temperature change associated with the strengthening of the 
Kuroshio extension.  Detailed analysis is required to accurately delineate the 
climate change signal in the Northwestern Pacific. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Ocean mixed layer defines a vertically quasi-homogeneous surface region of 

temperature, salinity or density, which directly interacts with the overlying atmosphere. 

Atmosphere-ocean interaction, therefore, can be modulated by the ocean mixed layer 

whose depth is determined by wind mechanical stirring, surface buoyancy forcing such 

as heat flux or freshwater flux, or ocean circulation changes. Changes in the mixed layer 

depth (hereafter MLD), for example, influence variability of the sea surface temperature, 

oceanic uptake of atmospheric CO2 (Kraus and Businger, 1994). In addition to air-sea 

interaction, MLD also affects phytoplankton dynamics through controlling the 

availability of nutrients and light and thus biological productivity in the ocean 

(Sverdrup, 1953; Yentsch, 1990). 

On the other hand, significant changes in the circulation of ocean or atmosphere 

have been projected by coupled climate models under global warming (e.g. Lu et al., 

2007; Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Xie et al., 2010). Therefore, MLD would change in 

response to the circulation changes under global warming. For example, the deep mixed 

layers in the Southern Ocean are projected to shoal and shift southward in response to 

intensified surface warming and poleward shift of wind field (Sen Gupta et al., 2009). 

The winter MLD is also projected to decrease (Jang et al, 2011; Merryfield and Kwon, 

2007; Luo et al, 2009) in most of the North Pacific Ocean including the Kuroshio 

Extension, resulting in a reduction in formation of mode waters in response to global 

warming (Luo et al., 2009). The projected decrease in the Kuroshio Extension is 

estimated to reduce the new primary production by 10.7 ~ 40.3 % (ranges of medians 

from 11 models) through decreased amount of nitrate available for primary production 

and to cause earlier spring bloom by 0 ~ 13 days (ranges of medians from 11 models) 

(Jang et al., 2011). Although most of the CMIP3 (coupled model intercomparison 

projects phase 3) models projects the MLD decrease in the North Pacific Ocean, the 

magnitude and distribution of the changes varies significantly across the models. 

Furthermore, Jang et al. (2011) find that the CMIP3 models suffer from a systematic 

bias in reproducing the present climate MLD, compared with observational estimate: a 

deep bias in the KE and a shallow bias in the Oyashio region. However, the detailed 

systematic bias pattern and its possible causes from individual models have not been 

well understood. This study investigates the systematic bias in the North Pacific Ocean 

and its possible causes in present climate by comparing outputs from 11 CMIP3 models 
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with MLD climatology based on observational data. 
 

2. Data and Methods 

 
This study examined the model outputs from CMIP3, as used in the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). 

The outputs from all the CMIP3 models are available from the Program for Climate 

Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI, archived at http://www-

pcmdi.llnl.gov/about/index.php) at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. For 

present climate, we used data from the 20
th

 climate simulation (20
th

 Century Climate in 

Coupled Models, 20C3M) driven by both anthropogenic and natural forcing. For the 

analysis, outputs from the last two decades were used: 20-year period is believed to be 

sufficient to account for interannual variability, giving a robust climate (Sen Gupta et al., 

2009). This study analyzes as many models as possible to calculate MLD because we 

aim to examine individual model simulations, as well as ensemble means, focusing on 

difference and similarity of model simulations. Table 1 lists 11 of total 25 models used 

in this study, based on the following criteria. First, we removed six models because 

MLD estimation was not possible: two models (BCC-CM1, INMCM3.0) were removed 

simply because of unavailability of temperature and salinity data in the archives. Four 

models (CCCMA-CGCMT47, CCCMA-CGCMT63, NCAR-PCM1, and UKMO-

HadGEM1) were additionally excluded because their 1
st
 vertical levels start below 10 m 

depth that is the reference depth used for MLD estimation in this study. Second, we 

excluded four models (GISS-AOM, GISS-EH, GISS-ER, and IAP-FGOALS-g1.0) 

because they have unrealistic 20
th

 century MLD spatial patterns: three GISS models 

show a big deep bias exceeding 400 m in the northwestern Pacific, and IAP-FGOALS-

g1.0 have nearly an unrealistic uniform spatial pattern at high latitudes. Third, we 

further eliminated four models (BCCR-BCM2.0, CSIRO-MK3.0, GFDL-CM2.1, and 

INGV-ECHAM4) whose data were not available from the PCMDI archive for 

estimation of net heat flux or for wind stress. In total, 14 of 25 models were excluded 

for our analysis. Although ensemble runs initialized with slightly different conditions 

are available for some models, just one realization (mostly ‘run 1’) for each model was 

used, focusing on multi-model simulation. All the models were interpolated to a 

common 2.5˚ longitude x 2.5˚ latitude grid for multi-model ensemble means and 

standard deviations. To assess model performance in 20
th

 century climate, the simulated 

MLD in each model was compared with an observational estimate by de Boyer 

Montégut et al. (2004) (available from http://www.locean-

ipsl.upmc.fr/~cdblod/mld.html) that uses the same MLD definition, providing direct 

comparison between model MLDs and the observation. This study uses a paired t-test 

(also called “repeated-measures” t-test) (Storch and Zwiers, 1999) to check whether the 

multi-model ensemble difference from the observational estimate is significant or not.   

Among various methods for MLD estimation, this study utilizes the variable density 

threshold method (Sprintall and Tomczak, 1992) that considers, in addition to 

temperature effect on density, salinity stratification that are not negligible at high 

latitudes where we are also interested in. This method defines MLD as the depth where 

the density increase compared to density at 10 m depth equals an increase of density 

equivalent to a temperature decrease of 0.2°C. This MLD estimation method has been 

http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/about/index.php
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/about/index.php
http://www.locean-ipsl.upmc.fr/~cdblod/mld.html
http://www.locean-ipsl.upmc.fr/~cdblod/mld.html
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widely used for various studies, including observational estimation (e.g. de Boyer 

Montégut et al., 2004) and verification of simulated upper ocean density structure (e.g. 

Jang and Kang, 2009).  

 

3. Results 

 
Figure 1 shows simulated MLD in February averaged over 20 years, together with 

the observational MLD. The observed MLD shows three local maxima where mode 

waters form (Thompson and Cheng, 2008): deep mixed layers in the subtropical mode 

water (STMW) south of the KE ( ~ 200 m), central mode water (CMW) (~ 200 m) north 

of the KE, and eastern subtropical mode water (ESTMW) (~ 180 m) around 140°W & 

30°N. The models simulate relatively well the deep mixed layer associated with the 

ESTMW, but its location and depth   significantly differs from the observation. For 

instance, GFDL-CM2.0 has a deep bias with excessive southwestward extent, while 

MRI-CGCM2.3.2a shows a shallow bias. Meanwhile, the MLD associated with CMW 

and STMW has only one core in the GFDL-CM2.0 and MIROC3.2 (MEDRES). In 

contrast, the other 9 models separate the CMW and STMW although the locations differ 

from the observation.  

All 11 models tend to have a deep bias in the MLD that is related with CMW and 

STMW. In contrast, they produce a shallow bias in the Oyashio region north of KE 

(40°N) (Fig. 2). To investigate this systematic bias that commonly occurs in the models, 

the ensemble average of MLD is compared with observed MLD (Fig. 3a). The 

systematic bias of simulated MLD shows a dipole pattern. That is, the ensemble mean 

MLD in the KE (30°N ∼ 40°N) is about 50% (120 m) deeper than the observed one, 

whereas the MLD in the Oyashio region north of KE is about 30% (80 m) shallower 

than the observation. The deep bias in the KE is partly attributable to the strong wind 

biases in the mid-latitude in the models (Fig. 3b). Another possible cause is the weak 

surface currents in the Kuroshio Extension in the models compared with observation 

(Fig. 4): the weaker currents carry less heat in the region and thus less stratification, 

giving the deep mixed layer bias there (Thompson and Cheng, 2008). On the other hand, 

the shallow bias in the Oyashio region north of the KE seems to be related with a strong 

bias in the upper ocean stratification associated with surface salinity bias in the CMIP3 

models. The MLD south of the KE (20°N ∼ 25°N) is about 20% (40 m) deeper than 

observed MLD, which is attributable to excessive surface cooling in the models.  

To check overall similarity of the North Pacific Ocean MLD between the models 

and observation, we estimate pattern correlation using 20-year mean winter (February) 

MLDs from individual models and the observational estimate. The pattern correlation 

for the North Pacific Ocean ranges 0.2 ~ 0.7, indicating poor performance of CMIP3 

MLD simulation, compared with the sea surface temperature and salinity whose pattern 

correlations are up to 0.9. 
 

4. Summary and conclusion  

 
This study investigates how well the coupled model intercomparison projects phase 

3 (CMIP3) models simulate the mixed layer depth (MLD) in the North Pacific Ocean in 
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present climate by comparing outputs from 11 CMIP3 models with MLD climatology 

based on observational data. The most common biases in winter MLD are a deep bias 

(about 50 % (120 m) deeper than the observation) in the Kuroshio Extension region (KE) 

and a shallow bias (about 30 % (80 m) shallower than the observation) in the Oyashio 

region. The deep bias in the KE is mainly driven by the fact that the simulated KE is too 

broad and goes too far north. The deep bias is also attributable to the too strong (30 % 

or greater than observation) midlatitude westeries in CMIP3 models. The shallow bias 

in the Oyashio region is related with stratification bias in the upper ocean. The pattern 

correlation between simulated MLDs and observed climatology for the North Pacific 

Ocean ranges 0.2 ~ 0.7, indicating poor performance of CMIP3 MLD simulation, 

compared with sea surface temperature and salinity whose pattern correlations are up to 

0.9. Our analysis suggests that the CMIP3 climate models suffer from a substantial 

MLD bias and need significant improvement. 
 

  

Table 1. The CMIP3 models used in this study. 

No. Model ID Ocean model 
Oceanic resolution 

(latitude x longitude, vertical levels) 
References 

1 CNRM-CM3 OPA8.1 0.5° - 2° × 2°, L31 Salas Melia (2002) 

2 CSIRO-MK3.5 MOM2.2 0.84° × 1.875°, L31 Gordon et al. (2002) 

3 GFDL-CM2.0 OM3P4 1/3° - 1° × 1°, L50 Delworth et al. (2006) 

4 IPSL-CM4 OPA 1° - 2° × 2°, L31 Marti et al. (2006) 

5 MIROC3.2 (HIRES) COCO3.3 0.19° × 0.28°, L47 K-1 model Developers (2004) 

6 
MIROC3.2 

(MEDRES) 
COCO3.3 0.5° - 1.4° × 1.4°, L43 K-1 model Developers (2004) 

7 MIUB-ECHO-G HOPE-G 0.5° - 2.8° × 2.8°, L20 Min et al. (2005) 

8 MPI-ECHAM5 MPI-OM 1.5° × 1.5°, L40 Jungclaus et al. (2006) 

9 MRI-CGCM2.3.2A Bryan-Cox 0.5° - 2.0° × 2.5°, L23 Yukimoto et al. (2001) 

10 NCAR-CCSM3 POP 0.27° - 1.1° × 1.1°, L40 Collins et al. (2006) 

11 UKMO-HadCM3 Bryan-Cox 1.25° × 1.25°, L20 
Gordon et al. (2000); Johns et al. 

(2003) 
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Fig. 1. Winter (February) mixed layer depth simulated from CMIP3 models and observational 

estimate (last panel). The observational estimate is from de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004) 

and is downloaded from the web site (http://www.lodyc.jussieu.fr/~cdblod/mld.html). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Horizontal distribution of the difference (model minus observation) of winter (February) 

mixed layer depth. 

http://www.lodyc.jussieu.fr/~cdblod/mld.html
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Fig. 3. Horizontal distributions of the difference (model minus observation) in (a) the mixed 

layer depth (m), and (b) the wind stress (Pa) in winter (February). The stippled region 

indicates that the difference is not statistically significant at 95 % confidence level. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Horizontal distribution of the multi-model mean surface current (m/s) (arrows) and 

multi-model standard deviation (m/s) (color shading) in winter (February). 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Indonesian Throughflow (ITF) transport change under the global warming scenario has 

been investigated using a coarse resolution global ocean circulation model based on the 

HYCOM (Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model). Two cases of atmospheric forcing have been 

applied to compare the ITF transport change, one is adopted from the daily surface heat and 

momentum fluxes of ERA-interim data from 1989 to 2010 for the 20th century and the 

other is the monthly forcing from MIROC 3.2 hi-resolution results for the A1B scenario 

during 21st century. For the surface flux correction, the sea surface salinity has been 

relaxed to the climatological data with a time scale of 30 days and the long wave correction 

has been applied to the surface thermal radiation flux. Comparison shows that the ITF 

transport is decreased in a warming climate. The reasons of this decrease of ITF transport 

and its impact have been discussed. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The Indonesian Throughflow (ITF) contributes to both regional (Indo-Pacific region) 

and global climate by transporting heat and freshwater from the tropical Pacific to the 

Indian Ocean [3, 5]. The ITF is also closely associated with climate phenomena such as the 

El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Asian Monsoon, the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD). 

Most of the ITF transport change can be explained by the Island rule which is related with 

the wind stresses around an Island [1,2]. Because global warming has been known to 

change the associated climate phenomena including wind stresses given latitude, ITF is 

likely to be changed in its transport and physical properties.  

This study investigates the responses of ITF to global warming by doing comparisons 

of the model solutions obtained from different atmospheric forcing. We find that the ITF 

transport is decreased due to global warming, which is also supported by the Island rule [1, 

2]. 

 

2. GLOBAL OCEAN CIRCULATION MODEL 
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A global ocean circulation model based on the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model 

(HYCOM) has been developed. The longitudinal grid spacing of the ocean model is 1.5 

degree and the latitudinal grid spacing is 1/3 ~ 1 degree in the south of 65°N with finer 

resolution near the equatorial region. By applying the arctic bipolar patch grid, north of 

65°N have variable resolution finer than 0.5 degree in general. The model has 30 vertical 

layers with maximum depth of 4500 m. The intrinsic energy loan sea ice module of 

HYCOM is also switched on. Before we apply the interannual forcing, the model had spun 

up for 50 years with COADS climatology forcing. And the atmospheric forcing is adopted 

from the monthly surface heat and momentum fluxes of ECMWF 40 year Reanalysis 

(ERA-40) data for 1958 to 1988. After then, the ERA-interim data derived atmospheric 

forcing applied from 1989 up to 2010. For the surface flux correction, the sea surface 

salinity has been relaxed to the climatological data with a time scale of 30 days and the 

long wave correction has been applied to the surface thermal radiation flux. To simulate the 

global warming scenario, we derived and applied a future forcing from the solution of 

MIRCO 3.2 hi-resolution for the case of IPCC A1B scenario from 2001 to 2100.   

 

3. RESULTS 

 

3.1 ITF transport change in a model solution 

 
Figure 1 shows temporal evolution of ITF transport from year 1991 to year 2100. The 

ITF transport in Fig. 1 is a year running mean value to filter out the seasonal cycle and 

those high frequency fluctuations. In this case, the first 20 year (1991 to 2010) result is the 

response of the ERA-interim data daily forcing and the rest (2011 to 2100) of them is the 

response of the IPCC A1B solution of the MIROC 3.2 hi-resolution version. It is 

noteworthy that the ITF transport is decreased during the 21
st
 century which is related with 

the global warming signal. The decreasing rate of the transport is about 0.07 Sv/year. The 

large interannual fluctuations during the 1991 to 2010 seem to be caused by the daily 

forcing and it has clear ENSO related signal. The ITF transport in general is larger during 

the La Nina period while it is smaller during the El Nino period. Similar fluctuation in the 

21
st
 century solution may be related with this ENSO phenomenon. 

To investigate the seasonal cycle change of the ITF transport in a warming climate, 

comparisons of the seasonal climatology calculated during the 20 year period are shown in 

Figure 2. In both cases, the seasonal maximum transport occurs in summer while the 

seasonal minimum occurs during the winter, which suggests that the global warming does 

not affect the ITF transport seasonal cycle itself. Table 1 shows the statistics of the seasonal 

cycle of the ITF transport. Global warming by A1B scenario from MIROC data decrease 

the mean ITF transport by 6.5Sv and it is much more decreased during the winter to spring 

compared to the other seasons. It is noteworthy that the seasonal fluctuation of the ITF 

transport in the warming climate is larger than the present situation. 
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Fig. .1 Indonesian Throughflow (ITF) transport (a year running mean value in Sv) change during 

the 1991 to 2100. 

 

Table 1. Statistics of the seasonal transport cycle of the Indonesian Throughflow 

Period Mean Min. Max. STD 

1991~2010 14 9.4 18.5 2.9 

2081~2100 8.5 2.1 14.8 4.5 

difference 6.5 7.3 3.7 -1.6 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the seasonal cycle of the ITF transport (Sv) derived from the 20 year period 

climatology. 

 

3.2 Solutions by the Island rule 
 

It is known that the major forcing for the long-term mean ITF transport is the line 

integral of wind stress along the closed path surrounding the southern Pacific Ocean and the 
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Australia-Irian Jaya continent as suggested by Godfrey’s Island rule [1,2]. Assuming a line 

integral path as in Fig.3, the Island rule in a steady state can be reduced to the following 

equation in case that we ignore the dissipation and the nonlinearity. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Contour for the Godfrey’s island rule. 
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Thus we can calculate the ITF transport simply from the wind stress field. We applied 

this simple rule to the global warming (A1B) scenario produced wind stresses and 

compared them to their ITF transports. Fig. 4 shows the Island rule generated the ITF 

transport variability for the miroc_3.2 hi-resolution solutions. It is noteworthy that all the 

ITF transports calculated by the Island rule is larger than the model solution itself and it 

also decreases consistently in the 21
st
 century under A1B scenario, which means that the 

line integral of the wind stresses following the contour decreases in the global warming 

environment. Fig. 5 shows the climatological ITF transport cycle calculated by the Island 

rule from the 20
th

 century run during 1981 ~ 2000 and from the 21
st
 century run during 

2081 ~ 2100. It is consistent that the ITF transport change obtained by the model simulation 

in Fig. 2 except for the smaller magnitude change. The average transport change is about 

3.6Sv. 
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Fig. 4. ITF transports variability calculated by the line integral of the wind stresses using the 

Godfrey's island rule. Green (blue) lines denote 13-month moving average in the 20
th
 (21

st
) 

century. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Seasonal cycle difference of the ITF transport derived from the Island rule (The 

black curve is for the period of 1981 to 2000 and the red curve is for the period of 2081 to 

2100 under the A1B scenario) 

 

4. SUMMARY 

 
We have developed a coarse resolution global ocean circulation model based on the 

HYCOM and applied it to the investigation of the ITF transport change due to the global 

warming. To find a solution that is consistent with the developed global ocean model, we 

choose one of the IPCC AR4 CGCM result (MIROC 3.2 hi-resolution case) for the future 

atmospheric forcing. Comparisons between the solutions show that the ITF transport may 

be decreased in the warming ocean considerably. This ITF transport decrease is also 

supported by Godfrey’s Island rule, indicating that wind stress change surrounding the 

southern Pacific Ocean contributes to the reduction of the ITF transport.  

The decrease of the ITF transport in the warming climate is related with the decrease of 

both thermal and freshwater contrast between the Pacific and the Indian Ocean. There has 

been a debate on whether the tropical Pacific response to the warming would be El Nino-
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like or La Nina-like warming pattern [4]. ITF decrease found in this study favours the El 

Nino-like warming pattern because the pattern elevates the thermocline and diminishes the 

sea level of the western Pacific, driving a weak ITF flow into the Indian Ocean. The ITF 

transport change is likely to be associated with changes in the global thermohaline 

circulation, which needs further study. 
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Extended Abstract 
 

The coupling of biological and physical models in the 1980s has significantly 

enhanced our understanding of the dynamics of marine species and the ecosystems in 

which they live (Werner et al., 2001). For example, 3-d biophysical individual-based 

models (IBMs) are increasingly employed to explore population connectivity (Pineda et 

al., 2007) and/or the processes affecting rates of survival and growth of early life stages 

(ELS) of marine fishes and invertebrates (Peck and Hufnagl, 2011). For IBMs applied 

to ELS of commercially important fish and invertebrate species, a “best practices” guide 

has recently been published (North et al., 2009) and the usefulness of IBMs for marine 

management has been reviewed (Hinrichsen et al., 2010). Thus, these models are 

becoming well established. 

In parallel to the development of IBMs, spatially-explicit food web (Christensen and 

Walters, 2004; Christiansen et al., 2005) and fishing fleet models (e.g., Venables et al., 

2009) have been coupled (e.g., Fulton et al., 2003; Brand et al., 2007). These more 

complex “end-to-end” models (e.g., Atlantis) specifically include management 

evaluation frameworks for scenario testing (Fulton et al., 2010). This new generation of 

integrated modelling has recently attracted the interest of not only the scientific 

community but also of science programs and marine resources managers (Plagányi et al., 

2011; Rose et al., 2011). One appealing aspect of these coupled models is that they 

integrate across various parts of the ecosystem and have the potential to incorporate 

human and environmental drivers in a single framework (Fulton et al., 2010; Plaganyi, 

2010) and act as a risk assessment tool for management measures of marine ecosystems 

(Fulton, 2011). These models are well-suited for use in regional climate modelling 

activities. 

Although more “simple” 3-d IBMs have been applied for some time, their use in 

management (e.g., marine spatial planning) is not widespread. For the more “complex” 

end-to-end models, continued development is needed and requires a large international 

and multidisciplinary effort. A wide range of key issues include spatial and temporal 

scaling (e.g., the use of “forcing functions” affecting larger (often global) scales than 

those studied) and best ways of incorporate human behaviour (van Putten et al., 2011). 

These models often contain parameter-rich physical, geological, chemical and 

biological sub-models, requiring the interaction of specialist in earth systems, climate 

and human systems. The complexity, data and knowledge requirements, and variety of 
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statiotemporal scales and objectives of these models require adequate fora to foster 

development and critical discussions. 

This presentation discusses a new ICES Working Group that can attract the required 

expertise to promote both management applications of existing bio-physical models and 

that can further develop integrated end-to-end models. For successful implementation of 

all modelling activities, the group would also construct and/or maintain the required 

oceanographic, environmental, fisheries and other data products including operational 

real or near real-time data. This Working Group is initially promoted within the ICES 

community, although a future objective is to expand to attract experts (and co-

sponsorship) from PICES and other scientific organizations / communities. 

The expertise of working group members should encompass a range of disciplines 

required to construct and apply biological-physical models in marine systems including: 

1) hydrodynamics, 2) numerical methods, 3) ecophysiology, 4) food-web dynamics, 5) 

socio-economics, and 6) Earth System dynamics. It is envisioned that this group will be 

composed of both modelers and experimentalists, fostering inter-disciplinary 

discussions with the end goal of advancing coupled modelling in marine systems. The 

involvement of leading researchers with active links to ongoing, large-scale European 

and North American research programs will help build bridges beyond the ICES 

community, particularly to recruit new working group members. 

The presentation is an invitation for PICES involvement in this working group. The 

presentation briefly review ongoing modelling activities in the Atlantic that can take 

advantage of regional climate modelling. The review briefly discusses various EU 

research programs charged with 1) building model couplers (MEECE), 2) utilizing 

biophysical IBMs for single fish species (FACTS), and 3) constructing and utilizing 

End-to-end models in various European seas (VECTORS).  
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Regionally downscaled climate modelling: physics to fisheries 

 
J Icarus Allen 

 

 
Climate change is already affecting marine ecosystems and their services as 

indicated by both ocean observations and models. The biological responses to these 

effects are visible but uncertain as to the consequences for man. Our ability to 

understand, predict and mitigate the effects of global change on marine ecosystems and 

their services is at present heavily dependent upon the application of coupled 

atmosphere ocean ecosystem models. In this presentation I will discuss with examples 

some key issues in the quantification of direct climate impacts on marine ecosystems in 

coastal seas, including regional downscaling of climate forcing, coupling plankton 

models to those of higher trophic levels,  model skill assessment and anthropogenic 

scenario definition drawing on the experience gained in the MEECE project 

(www.meece.eu) for the northwest European continental shelf and the QUEST_FISH 

project (www.quest-fish.org.uk) for multiple shelf sea regions around the world. The 

complexity of the multiply coupled system suggests a process oriented approach is most 

appropriate, to establish the envelope of potential future responses to global change 

scenarios.  
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1.Introduction 

 
The development of coupled regional climate-ecosystem models is critical for assessing 

the likely responses of the marine ecosystem to climate change. This is particularly 

important in the coastal region where the coarse spatial scale of global models is not able to 

capture mesoscale patterns such as eddies, river plumes, coastal jets, and associated 

upwelling fronts. Ecosystem models are important tools to study biogeochemical cycles 

that are driven by complex interactions among physical, chemical and biological processes. 

Given the high temporal and spatial variability of coastal regions it is often indispensable to 

couple ecosystem models to high-resolution circulation models to simulate realistic 

conditions. Ecosystem models also have the potential to help us understand and quantify 

the interactions between marine ecosystems and climate changes and to predict plausible 

ecosystem responses. 

A first step to address the impacts of climate variability on marine ecosystem is to 

develop coupled circulation-ecosystem models that simulate the present ecosystem state in 

relation to the climate record and can be use to examine the influence of different forcing 

acting, at different scales, on ecological processes. This allows us to evaluate the role of 

specific mechanisms in governing the observed and future variability of the physical-

chemical environment, marine populations, and biogeochemical fluxes in a region. Models 

that aim to improve understanding of how phytoplankton respond to environmental 

conditions are crucial to assessing the effects of climate change on marine ecosystems. 

However, because these models currently lack the complexity (species or functional groups, 

parameters that ‘adapt/change’ in response to changing ocean conditions/forcing, etc.) to 

evolve to new states that could not be envisaged from their formulation, they can not 

properly predict ecosystem changes under changing environmental forcing. Much work is 

necessary to improve confidence in climate-change prediction based on this type of 

ecosystem model. 

This study presents results from coupled plankton / circulation (ROMS) models 

developed to study factors determining regional-scale patterns of lower trophic levels in the 

Pacific coast of Canada. The Pacific coast of Canada is at the northern end of the California 
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Current Systems and is influenced by summer coastal upwelling. It is also influenced by 

mesoscale eddies, strong tidal currents, and freshwater inputs producing an estuarine 

circulation. All these processes contribute to the dynamics of nutrient supply and 

phytoplankton productivity.  

 

2. Model Description 

 
Three implementations of ROMS (Regional Ocean Modeling System) circulation 

model (Fig. 1) have been developed in the Pacific coast of Canada: British Columbia shelf 

(BC) model, Southwest coast of Vancouver Island (SWCVI) model, and the Salish Sea 

model. (The Salish Sea includes Puget Sound, Juan de Fuca Strait, Strait of Georgia and 

adjacent inlets.) An NPZD-type model has been coupled to the SWCVI model to study the 

effect of Juan de Fuca eddy on summer bloom dynamics. Similarly, and NPZD-type model 

was embedded on the Salish Sea model to study the annual cycle of phytoplankton 

dynamics in this region. Work is in progress to couple a biogeochemical-plankton model to 

the BC shelf model to study the effect of circulation on plankton production and oxygen 

concentration. 

 

 

Figure 1. Domain and bathymetry of the British Columbia shelf, Salish Sea and Southwest coast of 

Vancouver Island models in the Pacific coast of Canada.  

 

2.1 Ocean circulation model (ROMS) 
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The Southwest coast of Vancouver Island circulation model developed by Forman et al. 

(2008) is bounded by approximately 45.5°N to 50.0°N and 123.5°W to 128.5°W, with 30 

non-uniform vertical layers, with increased resolution near the surface and bottom 

boundary layers. A stretched coordinate rectangular grid, with horizontal resolution as 

coarse as 5 km adjacent to the western boundary and as fine as 1 km near the entrance of 

Juan de Fuca Strait, is employed to obtain an accurate representation of topographic and 

coastal features of the region. The model is forced with tides, average summer upwelling-

favorable winds, temperature and salinity monthly climatologies, and buoyancy boundary 

conditions that maintain an estuarine flow in Juan de Fuca Strait.  

The Salish Sea model developed by Masson (2010) includes the Strait of Georgia, 

Puget Sound, Juan de Fuca Strait and adjacent inlets. It has a horizontal resolution of 1 km, 

31 non-uniform vertical levels, with clustering near the surface. The model is forced by 

tides, freshwater daily discharge from 20 rivers, hourly wind forcing from observations, 

monthly atmospheric forcing (heat flux) from observations, and seasonal temperature and 

salinity profiles along open boundaries. 

 

2.2 Biological Model 
 

The NPZD type model (Fig. 2) has nine compartments: 3 nutrients (ammonium, nitrate 

and silicate), 2 groups of phytoplankton (diatoms, flagellates), 2 groups of zooplankton 

(microzooplankton and mesozooplankton) and 2 types of detritus (nitrogen and silicon 

detritus). All model compartments are expressed in terms of their nitrogen concentration 

(mmol-N m
-3

). The main processes incorporated in the model include growth of small 

phytoplankton and diatoms controlled by light, NO3 and NH4, and for diatoms also by 

Si(OH)4. Grazing by microzooplankton on small and large phytoplankton and nitrogen 

detritus and grazing by mesozooplankton on diatoms and microzooplankton are modeled by 

the Holling type-III formulation. Natural loss processes (i.e., mortality and excretion) for 

both phytoplankton and zooplankton are linear. Temperature affects all physiological 

parameters in the model according to Q10 factors referenced to10°C 

The initial and boundary conditions for nitrate and silicate in both models are derived 

from 3D summer climatology generated from a combination of data from the Institute of 

Ocean Sciences and the World Ocean Database 2001. For lack of better information, all 

other compartments are initialized with a constant value.  
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Figure 2. Diagram of the NPZD-type model: fluxes are shown with solid lines, external input of 

nutrients by dashed lines. Nine model compartments are represented in the model: P1 diatoms, 

P2 flagellates, Z1 microzooplankton, Z2 mesozooplankton, DN nitrogen detritus and DSi silicon 

detritus, NH4, NO3 and Si(OH)4.  

 

3. Models Application 

 

3.1 Southwest coast of Vancouver Island 

 
The southwest coast of Vancouver Island is influenced by summer coastal upwelling, 

by freshwater inputs from the Fraser River and many smaller rivers, and by strong tidal 

currents, producing an estuarine circulation. All these processes contribute to the dynamics 

of nutrient supply and ultimately to the high primary productivity observed in this region. 

In addition to reproducing realistic circulation features and water properties, simulating a 

realistic near surface stratification is a primary concern, since the model is used to force the 

lower trophic model. As shown in Figure 3, the model output is sensitive to the algorithm 

used for vertical mixing and thus care must be taken in its selection. 

In the summer, phytoplankton blooms are often found in this region associated with the 

Juan de Fuca Eddy, a seasonal cyclonic cold eddy located west of the entrance to Juan de 

Fuca Strait. Results from the coupled circulation-NPZD model (Figure 4) show the 

influence of the Juan de Fuca eddy on the growth and retention of phytoplankton. 

Phytoplankton concentration and primary production at surface are higher around the 

circumference of the eddy and along the Washington upwelling coast, in agreement with 

remotely-sensed observations of ocean color during the summer.  

This eddy is formed during periods of upwelling favourable winds, which in 

combination with the estuarine flow and tides, produce enhanced upwelling off Cape 
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Flattery (Foreman et al., 2008). The model also shows the importance of different sources 

of nutrients (i.e., wind-driven upwelling, topographically controlled upwelling, and the 

outflow from Juan de Fuca Strait) on primary production and biogeochemical cycles. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Simulated time-series of phytoplankton biomass (mmol-N m
-3

) at a station in the SWCVI 

showing the influence of vertical mixing algorithm on model output. Mellor-Yamada 2.5 (top), 

GLS (center), and KPP (bottom) algorithms.  
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Figure 4. Model surface salinity and currents (left panel) and primary production (right panel) 

averaged over days 46-60 of the 60-day simulation. 

 

3.2 Salish Sea 
 

The Strait of Georgia is a highly productive, semi-enclosed sea with strong estuarine 

circulation connected to the North Pacific by the Juan de Fuca Strait. At both ends of the 

Strait of Georgia, strong tidal currents mix the water column and reduce local stratification. 

The model is able to reproduce the main horizontal features of the region (Figure 5) and 

simulates the annual cycle reasonably well. Model and observations indicate maxima 

phytoplankton biomass in April, when the increase in solar radiation and abundance of 

nutrients provides optimal growing conditions. In summer, the model chlorophyll has low 

levels in the central basins, but substantial values occur near the river outlets due to nutrient 

discharge. Model results show the importance of physical variability, driven by freshwater 

inflow and tidal mixing, in maintaining the high spatio- temporal variability of 

phytoplankton and zooplankton. In particular, the influence of spring-neap tidal mixing on 

phytoplankton production and biogeochemical cycles dominate summer variability.  

 

 
Figure 5. Annual mean surface chlorophyll concentration simulated by the model (left panel) and 

derived from satellite observations (right panel). 
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In summary, our results indicate that phytoplankton production is influenced by nutrient 

fluxes, stratification, and temperature, all of which are likely to be affected by climate 

change. Impacts on phytoplankton will lead to cascading effects throughout the marine 

ecosystem. Thus, the development of  biophysical models that capture the main processes 

responsible for temporal-spatial variability in a region are important tools to predict 

plausible future conditions. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 The East/Japan Sea (EJS, hereafter), which has experienced dramatic climatic 

changes including the warming and declining of dissolved oxygen contents of deep 

water, is a semi-closed, deep marginal sea in the northwestern Pacific (Figure 1a). Since 

the EJS contains large-scale ocean-like processes with smaller time and space scales, 

many nowcasting and climatological numerical experiments have been tried. However, 

only a few studies about long term variations of the EJS and future climate projections 

have been available. In this study, oceanic features such as temperature profiles and 

surface/subsurface currents based on forecasting results of Model for Interdisciplinary 

Research on Climate version 3.2-high resolution (MIROC-hi) in EJS are evaluated by 

comparing them with climatological dataset and data assimilative ocean model product 

of the EJS. Also, projected results of warming and temporal variations of volume 

transports of the major currents in the EJS, the Tsushima Warm Current (TWC) and 

Liman Cold Current (LCC), are presented using the MIROC-hi product. 
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Figure 1. (a) Bathymetry of the EJS, and (b) basin-averaged time-mean vertical temperature 

profiles from MIROC-hi (red) and GDEM (blue). 

 

2. MIROC-hi Model 
 

 MIROC-hi, which is one of very fine resolution Atmosphere-Ocean General 

Circulation Model, is developed cooperatively by Center for Climate System Research, 

University of Tokyo, National Institute for Environmental Studies, and Frontier 

Research Center for Global Change of Japan. The model consists of five component 

models: atmosphere, land, river, sea ice, and ocean parts. 

 MIROC-hi was integrated using Earth Simulator in Japan from 1901 to 2100 after 

100 years of spin-up. Only the experiment case named A1B-run is selected to evaluate 

and analyze the model results. The A1B-run based on Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change’s A1B scenario from 2001 to 2100 is integrated after the 20C-run 

forced by historical data. More detailed descriptions of MIROC-hi can be found on K-1 

Model Developers (2004). 
 

3. Evaluation of the present status (2001 – 2010) 
 

1) Area Mean Temperature Profile 

 

 We have used the climatological monthly mean temperature data from U.S. Navy’s 

unclassified Generalized Digital Environmental Model (GDEM, Chu et al., 2001) based 
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on observational dataset for the comparison with the MIROC-hi product. Figure 1b 

shows basin-averaged, time-mean vertical profiles of temperature from MIROC-hi (red 

line) in period from 2001 to 2010 and GDEM (blue line). MIROC-hi and GDEM look 

similar in surface temperature for each basin and whole area of the EJS. Temperature 

gradients in the thermocline are relatively weak in MIROC-hi so that temperature below 

surface is much higher in MIROC-hi than that of GDEM. Also, the profiles of MIROC-

hi are gradually decreasing and show very high temperature below thermocline, while 

the profiles below thermocline of GDEM show uniform temperature less than 1°C. 

 

2) Comparison with Data-Assimilative Model Product 

 

 We have prepared Hirose et al. (2007)’s product (RIAMOM, hereafter), which 

assimilates sea surface height data to ocean model, to compare the circulation patterns 

of EJS with MIROC-hi. Both of MIROC-hi and RIAMOM reproduce realistic surface 

current system: branches of TWC, meso-scale eddies, separating and meandering of 

East Korean Warm Current (EKWC), southwestward flow along the Russian coast, and 

so on. However, an overshooting of the EKWC occurs in MIROC-hi while the 

separation latitude of the EKWC is realistic in RIAMOM probably due to the resolution 

of ocean model (0.28°ⅹ 0.19° for MIROC-hi, 1/12°ⅹ 1/12° for RIAMOM). Also, 

both the MIROC-hi and RIAMOM simulate similar current patterns near the depth of 

400 m, except for the path of coastal jet along the Russian coast. Coastal jets along the 

Russian coast exist in both models, but the coastal jet from MIROC-hi separates from 

the coast before reaching to Wonsan Bay (see Fig. 1) while the coastal jet from 

RIAMOM flows southward continuously along the coast (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2. Horizontal circulation of (a) RIAMOM at surface and (c) at depth of 400 m, (b) 

MIROC-hi at surface and (d) at depth of 408 m. 
 

4. Some projected results  
 

1) Warming Trend 
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A clear warming trend for each basin and the entire EJS is calculated in MIROC-hi 

product between 2001 and 2100 (Figure 3). Only positive warming trends are found 

over all the depth. The maximum warming of about 4.0°C/100years (4.0°C/100years in 

Japan Basin) and the minimum warming about 0.5°C/100years are projected at surface 

and depth of 1600 m, respectively, for every basin. Temperature trends of locally 

minimum about 2.5°C/100years and locally maximum about 3.0°C/100years are found 

at the depth of 200 m and 400 m, respectively in Ulleung Basin. Similarly, locally 

maximum and minimum of the warming trends can be found on subsurface in Yamato 

Basin, while the locally maximum and minimum does not exist in Japan basin. 

 

2) Variations of Volume Transports of major Currents 

 

 Volume transports of TWC, LCC, and North Korean Cold Current (NKCC) are 

calculated using MIROC-hi results. TWC is the only inflow of the EJS so that the 

volume transport of TWC has an important effect on the circulation of the EJS. LCC 

and NKCC are southward flowing cold currents, the transport variation of which has 

been little studied. Unfortunately, the NKCC could not be resolved with Kim et al. 

(2009)’s definition of NKCC section (37°N, 129.4°E - 130.4°E, 100 m - 700 m) using 

MIROC-hi due to the separation of the coastal jet along the Russian coasts shown in 

Figure 2. Figure 4 shows monthly mean transport of (a) TWC and (b) LCC in MIROC-

hi data. TWC shows almost zero-trend while LCC shows an increasing trend. 
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Figure 3. Calculated basin-averaged temperature trends in (a) Ulleung Basin, (b) Yamato Basin, 

and (c) Japan Basin using MIROC-hi product. 
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Figure 4. Monthly mean transports of (a) TWC and (b) LCC. Linear trends are indicated by red 

lines. 
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Abstract 

 
 This study investigates interannual variability of sea surface salinity (SSS) in the 

Yellow and East China Seas (YECS) using a global ocean general circulation model 

with regional focus on the YECS. An interannual variability of the SSS in the YECS is 

linked to ENSO-related precipitation over east China. When El Niño event occurs in 

winter, more rainfall is observed over central China in the rainy season of the following 

years. The heavy precipitation leads to a large amount of CRD, which results in 

decreasing SSS in the YECS. This suggests that summer SSS variability in the YECS is 

closely linked to ENSO via the summer precipitation system over east China. 
 

1. Introduction 

 

In efforts to understand year-to-year variability of sea surface salinity (SSS) in the 

Yellow and East China Seas (YECS), Ichikawa et al. (2001) analyzed observed SSS 

data from 1972-1988 and showed that the path of Changjiang freshwater has a large 

interannual variation depending on the magnitude of Changjiang river discharge (CRD). 

Chang and Isobe (2003) showed that interannual variations in the movement of 

Changjiang water are derived from a dominant periodicity of CRD based on a numerical 

study. Senjyu et al. (2006) investigated interannual variability of salinity in the Korea 

Strait utilizing 30-year historical hydrographic data and showed that the first EOF mode 

of salinity variability at the Korea Strait is almost consistent with that of CRD. 

Interannual variation of SSS in the YECS could be influenced by El Niño–Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) because CRD in summer increases following El Niño events (e.g., 

1973, 1983, and 1998), which is linked to the rainfall system in the central China 

(Shankman et al., 2006; Lau and Weng, 2001). Bueh et al. (2003) revealed that 

Changjiang discharge is closely related to monsoon precipitation, with CRD showing a 

tendency toward more frequent and greater flooding since the 1990s. Investigating 

relationship between ENSO and monsoon-related CRD may help clarify interannual 

SSS variation in the YECS. 
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Nevertheless, observations or numerical simulations of the SSS distributions in the 

YECS are not yet sufficient to investigate the interannual variability because those 

observational data are scarce. In this sense, global ocean models that represent the 

YECS properly are very useful for studying interannual variations. This study 

investigates the linkage of summer SSS in the YECS with ENSO through CRD 

variability. 

 

2. Model and Methods 

 
A global OGCM, Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPI-OM) with regional focus 

on the YECS, was used (Fig. 1). The model was initialized with the annual mean 

temperature and salinity from the Levitus et al. (1998) monthly climatology. Initially, 

the model was spun up for 400 years using the OMIP forcing. Then, additional 40-year 

integrations were carried out with 1960 atmospheric forcing from ERA-40 and the 

observed CRD in 1960. Experiment was performed by taking year-to-year variations 

over 42 years into account for both surface forcing and CRD. 

Spatio-temporal variability of surface salinity was investigated using cyclostationary 

EOF (CSEOF) analysis (Kim et al., 1996; Kim and North, 1997). The CSEOF method 

can be applied to a single time series, hence CRD for 42 years is analyzed using the 

CSEOF method and compared with PC time series of SSS. Both observed CRD and the 

ERA-40 precipitation data over east China were compared with ENSO index to 

investigate relationship between El Niño and rainfall that is responsible for CRD 

fluctuation. SST anomalies over Niño3.4 (120-170°W, 5°S-5°N) were used as an ENSO 

index. 

 

 

 Fig. 1. (left) Model grid points denoted by dots. No salinity restoring is applied in the dashed 

box. (right) Design of spin-up and experiment. Time evolutions of salinity averaged in the 

area of the Yellow and East China Seas. 

 

3. Results 

 
Interannual variability of SSS in the YECS in response to CRD 

 

To investigate year-to-year variation of SSS in the YECS in connection with CRD 

variation, both SSS and CRD for 42 years are analyzed using the CSEOF method. The 

third CSEOF mode of SSS (Fig. 2a), which explains 25% of the total variance aside 
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from both the seasonal cycle and the long-term trend, shows large negative anomalies in 

summer near the Changjiang river mouth. The corresponding PC time series 

significantly resembles the first PC time series of CRD (Fig. 2b). The CRD PC time 

series is positively correlated with the SSS PC time series with a correlation coefficient 

of 0.67, which suggests that larger CRD corresponds to freshening over the areas of 

negative SSS anomalies in the CSEOF patterns. 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. (left) The third cyclostationary EOF of SSS and (right) the corresponding PC time series 

(solid line) in comparison with the first PC time series of CRD (dashed line). 

 

Variabilities of CRD and precipitation over east China in relation to ENSO 

 

SST anomalies over Niño3.4 are used as an ENSO index, which is plotted together 

with the CRD time series (Fig. 3). Note that both time series are standardized with 

respect to their standard deviations. Large CRD, such as in 1973, 1983, and 1998, 

occurs following huge El Niño events. Figure 4 shows a time series of precipitation 

averaged over the Yangtze River valley and CRD, and demonstrates that heavy 

precipitation occurs and CRD increases as a result after El Niño events except for the 

1992 El Niño. 
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Fig. 3. Niño3.4 index (shaded curve) superimposed on the year-to-year variation of CRD (red 

line). All variables are normalized after annual cycles are removed from 1-year moving 

average. 

   

 

Fig. 4. Anomalies of precipitation (dotted lines) averaged over the Yangtze River valley (29°-

32°N, 105°-122°E) and CRD (solid lines). All variables are normalized by their standard 

deviations. El Niño occurred in 1973, 1983, 1987, 1992, 1995, and 1998. 

 

ENSO effect on SSS variability via precipitation over east China 

 

In order to explore SSS variability that is linked to ENSO-related precipitation, 

composite precipitation patterns in El Niño and La Niña years are produced. Composite 

map for precipitation averaged from May to July (Fig. 5) is then constructed during the 

peak rainfall over the central-east China. The difference map shows that when El Niño 

events occur in winter, more rainfall is observed over the central China in rainy season 

of the following years. The heavy precipitation over the central-east China following El 

Niño events causes surface salinity to decrease in the YECS through CRD (Fig. 6). This 

suggests that summer SSS variability in the YECS is closely linked to ENSO variability 

via CRD; when El Niño occurs, heavy precipitation in the east China decreases SSS in 

the YECS through increased CRD. 
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Fig. 5. Map of difference between El Niño and La Niña composites of precipitation averaged 

for May-July. On the basis of the Nino3.4 SST index for December-February, 8 El Niño 

events (1979, 1978, 1983, 1984, 1988, 1992, 1993, 1999) and 7 La Niña events (1972, 1975, 

1976, 1985, 1990, 2000, 2001) exceeding one standard deviation of the Nino3.4 time series 

are selected. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Maps of difference between the El Niño and La Niña composites of sea surface salinity 

in July, August, and September. 

 

4. Conclusions and Discussion 

 
A cyclostationary EOF analysis finds that the interannual variability of the SSS in 

the YECS is mainly attributable to a CRD variability. The CRD variability is linked to 

ENSO-related precipitation over east China. Composite precipitation patterns in El Niño 

and La Niña years show that when El Niño events occur in winter, more rainfall is 

observed over central China in the rainy season of the following years. The heavy 

precipitation leads to a large amount of CRD, which results in decreasing SSS in the 

YECS. This suggests that summer SSS variability in the YECS is closely linked to 

ENSO via the summer precipitation system over east China. 
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ABSTRACT  

 
Tropical cyclone intensity change in a warmed ocean has been investigated using a 

coupled ocean and tropical cyclone model named STORM (Synchronized Typhoon-Ocean 

Research Model). It has been developed for the Northwestern Pacific area by coupling the 

GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory) tropical cyclone model and the HYCOM 

(HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model). We have reproduced comparatively well the typhoon 

USAGI in 2007 using the STORM and applied it for the state of warmed ocean assuming 

that the atmospheric condition is same to 2007 Usagi case. In the state of warmed ocean, 

The SST (Sea Surface Temperature) has been increased about 3~5 ℃ around typhoon path 

and the MLD (Mixed Layer Depth) deepens about 20m compared with the state of present 

ocean. The future USAGI in warmed ocean by the A1B scenario from the MIROC_3.2 hi-

resolution model shows its intensity is increased very much compared to the USAGI 2007 

case. It also cooled down the sea surface much larger because of the intensified typhoon 

strength. It is found that the typhoon-ocean feedback process  also be intensified due to the 

global warming. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The interaction between the tropical cyclone and the ocean is known to be a strong 

negative feedback process (Price 1981). As the typhoon strengthens, the evaporation rate 

grows due to the increase in the surface wind speed. The enhancement of the moisture 

supply from the ocean leads to an increase in the latent heat energy that drives the 

circulation of the tropical cyclone. As the typhoon continues to intensify, the increasing 

surface wind stress generates strong turbulent mixing that deepens the ocean mixed layer. 

The associated Sea Surface Temperature (SST) decrease can then result in a reduction of 

the total heat flux (latent plus sensible) into the atmosphere and this can lead to a decrease 

in typhoon intensity (Ginis 2002). Interaction between the tropical cyclone and the 
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underlying ocean has been studied much in the Atlantic Ocean. Observed records of 

hurricane activity in Atlantic Ocean show a strong correlation, on multi-year time-scales, 

between local tropical Atlantic SST and the Power Dissipation Index (PDI). PDI is an 

aggregate measure of Atlantic hurricane activity, combining frequency, intensity, and 

duration of hurricanes in a single index (Emanuel 2007). He also concluded that both 

Atlantic SST and PDI have risen sharply since the 1970s, and there is some evidence that 

PDI levels in recent years are higher than in the previous active Atlantic hurricane era in the 

1950s and 60s.  

What changes in typhoon activity such as frequency and intensity are expected on a 

warmed ocean?  Knutson (2011) explains that climate warming will cause typhoons in the 

coming century to be more intense globally and to have higher rainfall rates than present-

day typhoons. He also suggested that the numbers of very intense (category 4 and 5) 

typhoons will increase by a substantial fraction in some basins, while it is likely that the 

annual number of tropical storms globally will either decrease or remain essentially 

unchanged.   

In this study, we developed a coupled ocean and tropical cyclone model in the 

Northwestern Pacific in order to investigate the changes in typhoon intensity on a future 

projected ocean by the global warming scenario. To incorporate a warmed ocean status, we 

integrated the Northwestern Pacific nested global ocean circulation model using the IPCC 

A1B scenario generated atmospheric forcing based on the MIROC_3.2 hi-resolution model 

results. Section 2 describes the coupled typhoon-ocean model and the comparisons of the 

typhoon simulation with the different ocean state are presented in section 3. Summary with 

some discussions and suggestions is followed in section 4.    

 

2. MODEL EXPERIMENTS 

 

2.1 STORM (Synchronized Typhoon and Ocean Research Model) 
 

An ocean-atmosphere coupled modeling system for the typhoon simulation, STORM 

(Synchronized Typhoon and Ocean Research Model), has been developed based on the 

Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) and the GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 

Laboratory) Tropical cyclone model (GFDLTM).  

The GFDLTM is a northwestern pacific version of coupled GFDL hurricane model 

which is operated in the United States. It uses a triple nested movable mesh system to 

depict the interior structure of tropical cyclones. The model initial condition is defined 

through a method of vortex replacement. Time integration of the model is carried out by a 

two-step iterative method that has a characteristic of frequency selective damping (Kurihara 

et al., 1998). The STORM follows the same framework of coupled GFDL hurricane model 

replacing the originally coupled Princeton Ocean Model in the Atlantic by the HYCOM 

implemented for the Northwest Pacific.  

As shown in Fig. 1, the outer domain of the GFDLTM covers 75°x75° with 1/2° 

spacing, the intermediate domain covers 11°x11° with 1/6° spacing and the finest and 

innermost domain covers 5°x5° with 1/12° horizontal grid resolution. The intermediate and 
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innermost grids are movable following the typhoon. The Northwest Pacific HYCOM 

including East Asian Marginal Seas (HYCOM-EAMS) covers 10°N ~ 63°N and 105°E ~ 

171°E with the horizontal grid spacing of 1/4° and 30 hybrid vertical layers. The boundary 

and initial conditions of HYCOM-EAMS are provided by the global HYCOM (HYCOM-

G) with longitudinal spacing of 1.5° and tropical region enhanced latitudinal spacing of 1/3 

~ 1° in the south of 65°N. In the north of 65°N, the arctic bipolar patch grid applies to 

resolve the North Pole singularity and to represent energy loan sea ice model more 

precisely.  

The coupling of the GFDLTM and HYCOM-EAMS has been established directly using 

the Message Passing Interface (MPI) library. The GFDLTM get its sea surface temperature 

as a surface boundary condition from the HYCOM-EAMS and put those momentum and 

heat fluxes to the ocean model with the coupling interval of 30 minutes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Experiment Design 
 

To carry out typhoon development experiment under the different ocean status, typhoon 

USAGI 2007 has been selected as a reference typhoon. Since the STORM needs initial and 

boundary conditions, the GFDLTM has been initialized with the realistic typhoon USAGI 

2007 vortex and the boundary conditions are provided by the NOAA Global Forecasting 

System data in the real calendar. The HYCOM_EAMS has been spun-up in two ways to 

make different initial conditions as well as the boundary conditions. The present state of 

ocean (USAGI-P, 30-JUL-2007) has been reproduced by the external force using ECMWF 

Re-Analysis interim data which have been applied to the HYCOM-G. The state of warmed 

ocean (USAGI-F, 30-JUL-2100) has been derived by external force using MIROC_3.2 high 

resolution model data projected for the 21st century by IPCC AR4 A1B scenario. To save 

the integration time for the HYCOM-EAMS we initialized the ocean state of Jul 30, 2100 

by integrating the HYCOM-EAMS from Jan 1 2100 of HYCOM-G. 

Fig. 1. STROM domain : outer is ocean 

model (HYCOM).  

Green-blue-red box is typhoon model  

GFDLTM) 
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3. RESULTS 

 

SST in the state of warmed ocean is increased 3~5℃  around the typhoon path 

compared with the present state. In this case, Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) is calculated 

based on the assumption that it is located at certain depth where the temperature is 0.5℃ 

lower than that of 10m depth. It is shown that the MLD in the state of warmed ocean is 

deeper about 20m than the present state. The transport of Kuroshio in the east of Taiwan is 

increased about 10 Sv especially in summer.  

Fig. 5 compares the paths and intensities of typhoon USAGI in the present and the 

future states. Typhoon paths are similar in two cases before they arrived in the East Sea, the 

paths, however, are quite different after they passed the Japan Islands, which is not 

expected. This could be happened due to the different of the East Sea state as well as the 

different typhoon intensity after they are fully developed. It is notable that the typhoon 

intensity in the warmed ocean is much stronger than in the present state. The difference of 

the minimum pressure is 44 hPa (USAGI-P is 948 hPa vs USAGI-F is 904 hPa). The 

difference of the maximum wind speed is 21 kt (USAGI-P is 108 kt vs USAGI-F is 129 kt). 

The strong typhoon drives the cooler SST covering the wider area (Fig. 6). 
 

 

Fig. 2. Sea surface temperature in the present state of ocean (left, 2007), the future state of warmed 

ocean (middle, 2100) and their difference (2100-2007). The line and marking indicates the 

typhoon path and its intensity at that point, respectively. 
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Fig. 3. Mixed layer depth in the present state of ocean (left, 2007), the future state of warmed ocean 

(middle, 2100) and their difference (2100-2007). The line and marking indicates the typhoon 

path and its intensity at that point, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Volume transport of Kuroshio in the east of Taiwan during summer (Black is the present 

state and the red is the future warmed state) 
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of the typhoon paths and intensity changes of the USAGI on the present state 

of ocean (black, USAGI-P) and on the state of warmed ocean (red, USAGI-F) 

 

 

Fig. 6. SST differences (℃) after the typhoon passed through the Northwestern Pacific Ocean (Left 

is USAGI-P on the present state of ocean and right is the USAGI-F on the state of warmed 

ocean). 
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4.  SUMMARY 

 
Tropical cyclone intensity change in a warmed ocean has been investigated using a 

coupled ocean and tropical cyclone model named STORM (Synchronized Typhoon-Ocean 

Research Model). We have reproduced comparatively well the typhoon USAGI in 2007 

using the STORM and applied it for the state of warmed ocean assuming that the 

atmospheric condition is same to 2007 USAGI case. In the state of warmed ocean, The SST 

has been increased about 3 to 5℃ around typhoon path and the MLD deepens about 20m 

compared to the present state of ocean. The future USAGI in warmed ocean by the A1B 

scenario from the MIROC_3.2 hi-resolution model shows its intensity is increased very 

much compared to the USAGI 2007 case. It also cooled down the sea surface much larger 

because of the intensified typhoon strength. It is found that the typhoon-ocean feedback 

process also be much intensified due to the global warming. 

Since this study assumes that the atmospheric condition in the future is same to the 

present state when the typhoon USAGI generated, it has some weak point of its conclusion, 

but our aim is to find out the ocean’s role on the typhoon development especially in the 

global warming scenario. Another caveat of this experiment is the simulation of the future 

state of the Northwestern Pacific by simply applying the last year solution of the global 

ocean circulation model. It should be further integrated using the whole time span of global 

solution on the East Asian Marginal Seas circulation model. Despite of its weakness, 

however, it is worthwhile to note that the global warming could accelerates the typhoon-

ocean interaction and would give a chance to so called super typhoon generation in the 

Northwestern Pacific area which could be a big threat to the people’s lives and properties. 
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Abstract 

 
 This study investigates year-to-year variability of mixed layer depth (MLD) and its 

associated chlorophyll-a concentration changes in the East Sea. Comparison between 

winter MLD and wind from 2004 to 2010 finds that MLD decreases (increases) in the 

years of weak (strong) wind. Distinct deepening of MLD in 2008 is associated with 

increase of chlorophyll-a concentration in some areas of the East Sea, while such an 

increase of chlorophyll-a concentration does not appear in some areas of the East Sea 

showing that surface heat flux or oceanic advection dominates chlorophyll-a 

concentration. 
 

Keywords: Mixed layer depth, East Sea, Wind, Chlorophyll-a,  

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 

Seasonal variation of mixed layer depth (MLD) in the East Sea is apparent showing 

maximum value in winter and minimum value in summer (Yoo et al., 2008). This study, 

based on model-simulated MLD data, wind speed data, and remote-sensed chlorophyll-

a (CHL) concentration data from 2004 to 2010, investigates year-to-year variation of 

winter MLD in the East Sea in relation to wind variability, and explores its effect on 

chlorophyll-a concentration change. 

 

2.DATA AND METHOD 

 
This study calculates MLD using temperature and salinity datasets from 1/12° 

Global HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) for 2004~2010. Among various 

methods for MLD estimation, this study utilizes the variable density threshold method 

(Sprintall and Tomczak, 1992), which considers salinity stratification as well as the 

temperature effect on stratification. Wind stress data were from NCEP Reanalysis data 

(Kalnay, et al., 1996). Surface CHL concentrations were obtained from Sea-viewing 

Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) data and Moderate-Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Aqua data for 2004~2010. To examine the variability of 
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MLD, wind, and CHL in the East Sea, six areas were selected (Fig. 1). 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Distribution of mixed layer depth averaged from 2004 to 2010. Six areas (A~F) were 

chosen for comparisons among MLD, wind, and chlorophyll-a concentration. 

 

3.RESULTS 

 
Figure 2 that compares MLD with wind speed shows that winter (February) MLD 

variation in the East Sea agrees well with wind variation in winter. For example, the 

MLD decreases from 2005 to 2006 when wind is weakened, and the MLD increases in 

2008 in accordance with strong wind. The relationship between MLD and wind strength 

similarly appears in long-term trend of MLD and wind (Figs. 3, 4). MLDs in the most 

regions except area E show decreasing trends, which is consistent with decreasing trend 

in wind. Figure 5 that compares MLD in February with CHL concentration in April 

shows that an increase of MLD in 2008 is accordance with strong CHL concentration in 

areas of B, C, and E.  
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Fig. 2. Year-to-year variations of MLD in February (red line) and wind speed in February 

(black line) from 2004 to 2010 in the areas of A~F.  
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Fig. 3. Year-to-year variations of monthly-averaged MLD (black line) superimposed by long-

term trend of MLD (red line) in the areas of A~F. 
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Fig. 4. Year-to-year variations of monthly-averaged wind (black line) superimposed by long-

term trend of wind (red line) in the areas of A~F. 
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Fig. 5. Year-to-year variations of MLD in February (red line) and Chlorophyll-a concentration 

in April (black line) from 2004 to 2010 in the areas of A~F. 

 

4.CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION 

 
This study represents that winter MLD in the East Sea is associated with wind 

strength, based on comparing MLD and wind data from 2004 to 2010. When wind 

speed is strong (weak), enhanced (reduced) vertical mixing results in MLD increase 

(decrease). Long-term decrease of MLD in the most regions in the East Sea is consistent 

with decreasing trend in wind. The long-term decreasing trend of wind is suggested to 

result from weakening of the Siberian anticyclone (Seong et al., 2010). 

MLD deepening causes nutrients to be entrained into upper ocean, which increases 

chlorophyll-a concentration. For example, distinct deepening of MLD in the areas near 

Ulleung Island and southern Prymorie coast in 2008 is associated with increase of 

chlorophyll-a concentration. On the other hand, the relationship between MLD 

deepening and chlorophyll-a concentration increase could be neglected when surface 

heat flux or oceanic advection dominate chlorophyll-a concentration. 
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A regional ocean atmosphere coupled model (ROAM) is developed through coupler 

OASIS3, and is composed of regional climate model RegCM3 and CREM (Climate 

version of egional Eta Model) as its atmospheric component and of a revised Princeton 

ocean model (POM2000) as its oceanic component (Fig.1). The performance of the 

ROAM over the western North Pacific summer monsoon region is assessed by the case 

simulation of warm season in 1998. Impacts of different atmospheric model 

components on the performance of ROAM are investigated. Compared with stand-alone 

simulation, CREM (RegCM3) produces more (or less) rainfall over ocean area with 

inclusion of the air-sea coupling. Different biases of rainfall are caused by the different 

biases of SST derived from the coupled simulation. Warm (or cold) SST bias simulated 

by CREM_CPL (RegCM3_CPL) increases (or decreases) the evaporation at sea surface, 

then increases (or decreases) the rainfall over ocean. The analyses suggest that the 

biases of vertical profile of temperature and specific humidity in stand-alone 

simulations may be responsible for the SST biases in regional coupled simulations. 

Compared with reanalysis data, the warmer (or colder) and moister (or dryer) lower 

troposphere simulated in CREM (RegCM3) produces less (or more) sea surface latent 

heat flux. Meanwhile, the more unstable (or stable) lower troposphere produces less (or 

more) cloudiness at low-level, which increases (or decreases) the solar radiation 

reaching on the sea surface. CREM (RegCM3) forced by observed SST overestimates 

(or underestimates) the sea surface net heat flux, implying a potential warm (or cold) 

heat source. After coupling with POM2000, the warm (or cold) heat source would 

further increase (or decrease) the SST. The biases of vertical profile of temperature and 
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specific humidity may be ascribed to the different representation of cumulus convection 

in atmospheric models. 

 

 

Figure 1. The framework of Regional ocean-atmosphere coupled model. The regional 

atmospheric models (RegCM3 and CREM) and POM2000 are coupled through the Ocean 

Atmosphere Sea Ice Soil 3.0 (OASIS3.0) coupler. During the process of coupling, the 

atmospheric model provides sea surface heat flux, wind stress to POM2000, while the 

POM2000 supplies the SST field to atmospheric model as the surface condition. The initial 

and lateral boundary conditions of the atmosphere are derived from NCEP/DOE reanalysis 2. 

The lateral temperature and salinity boundary conditions of POM2000 were derived from 

the Levitus climatological monthly mean data. A non-gradient extrapolation method is 

adopted to treat the open boundary condition. 
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Abstract 

 

 The extreme summer precipitation over East China during 1982-2007 was 

simulated using LASG/IAP regional climate model CREM. The results show that the 

probability density functions (PDFs) of precipitation intensity are reasonably simulated, 

except that the PDFs of light and moderate rain are underestimated, while the PDF of 

heavy rain is overestimated. The extreme precipitation amount (R95p) and the 

percentage contribution of extreme precipitation to the total precipitation (R95pt) are 

also reasonably reproduced by CREM. However, the R95p and R95pt over most parts of 

East China are generally overestimated, while the R95p along the coastal area of South 

China (SC) is underestimated. The bias of R95pt is consistent with the bias of 

precipitation intensity on wet days (SDII). The inter-annual variation for R95p 

anomalies (PC1) is well simulated, but that of R95pt anomalies (PC2) is poorly 

simulated. The skill of the model in simulating PC1 (PC2) increases (decreases) from 

north to south. The bias of water vapor transport associated with the 95th percentile 

summer daily precipitation (WVTr95) well explains the bias of the simulated extreme 

precipitation. 

 

Keywords: regional climate simulation, extreme precipitation, East China, CREM 
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The experiments were performed with result of two different models. 

RIAMOM(Research Institute of Applied Mechanics’ Ocean Model) was shown to be 

applicable to the simulation of the East Sea circulation and uses Arakawa-B grid system 

horizontally and the z-coordinate vertically. The grid interval is 1/12° in the 

longitudinal and latitudinal direction. The other is ROMS(Regional Ocean Modeling 

System) which widely used by the scientific community and uses stretched, terrain-

following coordinates in the vertical and Arakawa-C grid system in the horizontal and 

the interval is 1/10°(Fig.1). Main goal of the ocean models is to calculate the real time 

situation and to predict the oceanographic processes. 

The purpose of a nested grid ocean model is to increase grid resolution in a 

subregion without having a computational expense of high resolution over the whole 

domain. Nesting method is generally recommended for regional models. The regional 

forecast model was conducted on a nested grid from 9-10 km to 0.33km horizontal 

resolution with RIAMOM and ROMS(Fig.2). 

To measure the misfit between the observations and the computed currents in the 

Jung-ja(AA04 in Fig.3) shown in Fig.4, we use a value of    defined below. 

 

    
     

    
       

    
     

 

     
       

     
 

 

Where     
     

   are the horizontal components of the observed data and     
     

   

are the simulated currents produced by the nested model. 

The    value for the 1st nested grid model results 0.55 which is about 40% larger 

than the    value of the 3th nested grid model results. Therefore the nesting technique 

performs better than the result of RIAMOM and ROMS. 
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The nested grid system has been tested with real data and the nesting technique is 

computationally stable and suitable for regional prediction model. 

 

 

(a) RIAMOM         (b) ROMS 

Fig.1. The domains of the RIAMOM and ROMS model. Grid sizes of the domains are (a) 9 km 

and (b) 10 km, respectively. 

 

 

Fig.2. Configuration of the three -way-nested domains of the RIAMOM and ROMS model. 

Grid sizes of the domains are 3, 1, 0.33 km. Topography of the model domain is shaded. 
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Fig.3. The domain of 3th nested model and the location of monitoring buoys. 

 

 

Fig.4. Scatterplots of observed and model-computed near-surface currents in Jung-ja(AA04). 

The top, middle and bottom are 1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 nested model currents respectively. 
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